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MASSACHUSETTS INJURY AND MALPRACTICE LAWYERS

DISCOVERING TOP
ENTERPRISE TECHNOLOGY SALES,
SALES ENGINEERING,
AND CSM TALENT
Attorney David W. White

Breakstone, White & Gluck is committed to cycling
safety. Through our Project KidSafe campaign,
our law firm has donated more than 25,000 bicycle
helmets to children in eastern Massachusetts. Learn
about our work at www.bwglaw.com/bikes.
We represent injured cyclists. For a free legal
consultation, call 800-379-1244.
2 Center Plaza, Suite 530 | Boston, MA 02108
800-379-1244 | 617-723-7676 | www.bwglaw.com

… & WHEN NOT RECRUITING, RIDING THE TRAILS WITH YOU!

WWW.XTRAEFFORT.COM
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A LETTER FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Riding season is in full swing! Group rides and trail maintenance events have returned and everyone’s itching to get out
and enjoy the trails. I’m sure you have also noticed that the
trails are busier than ever. Not just crowded with mountain bikers, but all trail users. We saw a huge spike in recreational users
discovering and rediscovered trails during the pandemic. With
this comes both challenges and opportunities.
I first want to thank you all for being trail stewards. For
giving back to the trails that you love. And for being willing to
share those trails with all users. We are an amazing community
of dedicated volunteers with a long list of accomplishments.
There have been more user conflicts recently as we all
‘compete’ for space. However, there has been more recognition
of the benefit of trails by cities which should lead to improved
and expanded trail opportunities.
As mountain bikers we are some of the faster users on
the trail, and therefore have a larger responsibility to ensure
we aren’t negatively impacting other trail user’s experiences.
Slow down when passing. Be extra courteous, especially around
crowded trail heads. Be an example that the new riders can look
up to.
Let’s make sure that we continue to be the best examples
while out on the trails. Let’s make sure we say hello to everyone
we encounter and thank those who step aside to let us pass.
Let’s ensure we continue to ride with gratitude and be respectful of the places where we are privileged enough to enjoy.
If we continue to be positive stewards and play well with
others, we’ll continue to see opportunities present themselves.
Opportunities for increased trail access and funding for new
trails. Opportunities to engage a broader audience and expand
our community.
Just remember to “Be Nice & Say Hi”, “Ride With
Gratitude”, and be a respectful trail user! Thank you again!
Happy Trails,
Travis Counsell
Executive Director

New England Mountain Bike Association
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By Michaela Lawlor and Bill Boles

BREAKING DOWN BARRIERS:
HOW ADAPTIVE CYCLING IS CREATING
MORE OPPORTUNITIES FOR PEOPLE
OF ALL ABILITY LEVELS

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT ADAPTIVE BIKING VISIT
www.rad-innovations.com/blog-our-news/what-is-an-adaptive-bike

Most mountain bikers would
probably agree that there is no better feeling than the rush you get from
cruising down singletrack in the woods.
Mountain biking is a community sport
that is enjoyed among friends and often
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strangers as well. Increasingly, more
opportunities are becoming available for
adaptive cyclists who enjoy mountain
biking. The term adaptive may be new
to some, so NEMBA would like to highlight what adaptive cycling is and how it

promotes inclusivity for anyone with any
ability level to be able to participate in
the sport that so many of us love.
Adaptive cycling and equipment
can help people with varying physical, cognitive, and even emotional and
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behavioral disabilities. Some conditions
include, but are not limited to paralysis,
prosthesis, hearing impairment, visual
impairment, multiple sclerosis, cerebral
palsy, Parkinson’s disease, rheumatoid or
psoriatic arthritis, traumatic brain injury,
and post-traumatic stress disorder. There
are several organizations now that are
dedicated to adaptive sports and creating
experiences for any and all people to
get involved. Two specific organizations
with which NEMBA has developed relationships are Vermont Adaptive Ski &
Sports and Spaulding Adaptive Sports &
Centers.
In May, Cape Cod NEMBA hosted
its first Adaptive Cycling Adventure in
West Barnstable. Spaulding Adaptive
Sports & Centers sponsored the ride and
they provided five adaptive bikes for
anyone to test. So what does adaptive
cycling equipment look like? And how
does it work? Recumbent trikes, where
the rider is seated in a reclined position,
is probably one of the more common
types of adaptive cycling equipment.
There are a few different types, including a delta trike where there are two
wheels in the back and one in the front,
or a tadpole trike with two wheels in the
front and one in the back. They are both
pedal operated and use hand levers that
are situated on either side of the rider
to steer. Hand cycles are another type of
recumbent trike, usually a delta makeup
in which the bike is completely operated
by hand with levers. Some are power
assisted, like e-bikes. (RAD-Innovations).
(See Photos). Tandem bikes can be a
great piece of adaptive cycling equipment for those who may be hearing or
visually impaired. Tandem bikes allow
for a guide to take the front seat and lead
the way. Additionally, regular e-bikes
can be used for adaptive cycling, too.
For example, someone with Parkinson’s
Disease or a breathing difficulty whose
endurance is affected would benefit
from an e-bike to give them the extra
power to get up a hill, or through a more
technical section of trail.
Of course, not all disabilities are
visible on the surface, so there is an element of awareness and understanding
that comes along with adaptive cycling.
There is some existing controversy over
the use of e-bikes or other power-assisted trikes on trail systems in New
England. There are often assumptions
that e-bikes may damage trails more so
than a typical mountain bike. However,
an e-bike or an adaptive trike may be the

New England Mountain Bike Association
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TRAIL SYSTEMS
THAT ALREADY
ACCOMMODATE
ADAPTIVE CYCLING
EQUIPMENT
NOT EVERY TRAIL IN EACH
LOCATION IS OKAY FOR ADAPTIVE
CYCLING BUT MANY ARE.

Kingdom Trails, Vermont
Working with Vermont Adaptive and
the Kelly Brush Foundation the
Kingdom Trails Association is
evaluating its trails for adaptive
access and making some
modifications to appropriate trails.

only feasible option for someone who
faces challenges that would otherwise
make cycling on a typical mountain bike
difficult or even impossible.
This point is where the strength
of the mountain biking community can
really work its magic. Adaptive cycling
is more than just occasional events or
series - it is a constant. Those events are
not the only time in which riders with
disabilities want to enjoy mountain biking - they want to get out on a regular
basis to enjoy their sport.
In order for the trikes or tandem
bikes to be used, trails have to be built
to accommodate them. Usually, trails
are benched eighteen to twenty-four
inches wide for a regular mountain bike.
In order to accommodate a trike, or a
tandem bike that takes wider turns they
would need to be wider. Additionally,
the terrain of the trail would have to be
flowier to ensure the safety and comfort
of the rider. Lastly, three wheel adaptive
bikes are longer and lower to the ground,
so they can’t ride over tall stones.
NEMBA would like to continue
to make adaptive cycling more widely
available across all 29 of its chapters.
We spoke with Vermont Adaptive Ski
& Sports in April about their experiences working with adaptive athletes. Kim Jackson, the Director of
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Quiet Corner NEMBA
Many trails in Mansfield, Nathan Hale
and the Airline trail would be good
for adaptive cycling.

Connecticut
Kent Falls State Park
Southford Falls State Park
Highlawn Forest Trails
Stratton Brook State Park
Hartford Reservoir
Salmon River State Forest
Chatfield Hollow State Park
Hammonasset Beach State Park
Ferry Landing State Park

Fairfield County, CT
Norwalk River Valley Trail. A 30 mile
long accessible project. 8 miles have
been completed, 3.4 miles are currently under construction.

Rhode Island NEMBA
Woody Hill in Bradford has had a
number of its trails modified to make
them more accessible.
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Carrabassett Valley, ME
The Outdoor Center trails leading
to the Narrow Gauge trail and the
Grassy loop trails. Planning is underway for additional accessible trails.

White Mountains
North Conway Area, NH
Whittaker Woods, includes wide
groomed winter x-country ski trails.
Flank Trail at Cranmore, wide and
smooth, but a long climb.
Great Glen Trails at the base of Mt.
Washington. Many are perfect.

Maine
Hirundo Wildlife Refuge
Shakford Head State Park
Bog Brook Cove Preserve
Birdsacre Sanctuary
Clarks’ Pond

Southeast, MA
Destruction Wood in Dartmouth. An
incredibly fun place to ride. All of the
trails except for a couple of singletracks are perfect.
Adams Farm, in Walpole: Many of
the old roads and singletracks are
already in use by adaptive cyclists.
Whitney Thayer Woods in Cohasset.
Wide smooth trails on a peninsula
jutting out into Boston Harbor.

Cape Cod, MA
West Barnstable Conservation Area,
A vast network of trails, the green
trails on the NEMBA map are all wide
and smooth.
Bell’s Neck, Harwich: Scenic dirt
roads and trails in a tidal marshland.
Indian Lands Conservation Area,
Dennis: Perhaps the most fun,
mostly flat, scenic singletracks
on Cape Cod.

New England Mountain Bike Association
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Communications and Marketing told
us, “Once you introduce adaptive equipment, it equalizes everything. Adaptive
athletes can then get outside to play with
everybody.”
Part of building mountain bike
trails is testing them out to see how
they ride. It helps builders to visualize
what additional adjustments need to be
made to make the trail the best it can be.
Felicia Fowler, the Program Coordinator
at Vermont Adaptive Ski & Sports added
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that the builders in their area working on
trails to accommodate adaptive bikes got
on adaptive bikes to test the trails out.
The act of immersion can help us better
understand the equipment and the experiences adaptive cyclists have using it.
If you are hosting a cycling event
and you are interested in providing
adaptive equipment for people to use,
you can get in touch with the nearest
adaptive sports organization to you.
Vermont Adaptive Ski & Sports is based

in Killington, Vermont and Spaulding
Adaptive Sports & Centers serves the
North Shore, Boston, and Cape Cod
areas. Additionally, see the above contact information in the list of adaptive
trails for guidance or information about
adaptive cycling and how you can get
involved. Together we can make a difference and help every one of every ability
enjoy mountain biking!
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NOTES FROM THE COMMUNITY
NOTE FROM:
PROGRAM
NETWORK

NOTE FROM:

FRANK MEROLA

Our Chapter, Cape Cod NEMBA had an "Adaptive
Adventures Day" on Saturday May 1st at West
Barnstable Conservation Area. We had Terry Downey
and her crew from Spaulding Rehab with a total of 5
bikes. Three were leg bikes and two were hand bikes.
Visitors got to try out the bikes and take them on
a brief ride. The goal was to raise awareness for
these athletes and make the bikes available for
non-disabled riders. It was a beautiful sunny day
and the visitors who stopped by enjoyed free coffee
and donuts and were stoked to try the bikes out. Our
chapter has modified a number of singletrack trails
at WBCA for adaptive cycling, with more on the way.

NOTE FROM:

DIRECTOR
ADAPTIVE

TERRY DOWNEY
FOR SPAULDING REHABILITATION
SPORTS MOUNTAIN BIKE PROGRAM

In July of 2020 Spaulding added mountain biking to
their programming. For people with disabilities,
there are many barriers to enjoying the woods. Our
mountain biking program allows access to trails and
environments that would otherwise be inaccessible.
Every one of our participants love the challenges;
from the physical challenges of riding off road,
the learning curve to reading more technical trails
and picking the perfect line. To make it up that
challenging hill that they couldn’t make at first.
One participant, Becca says, “After losing my other
leg, I didn’t think I could ride upright again. I
can’t even tell you what this does for me, a huge
feeling of normal . . .I really needed this.”

CHRIS HUGHES

The RI chapter discovered the need for adaptive
access 2 years ago at a Woody Hill fun ride. Peter
Gengler and I encountered an adaptive rider on the
trail riding against the arrowed route. We stopped
and spoke to him and found that he could not navigate over some of the stone walls. That bothered me
so I tracked him down and we put together a plan to
address his needs on a couple of green trails. The
work only took 1 day and involved making the trail
wider in a few spots, making a few turns less tight
and adjusting a few of the walls.
The adaptive
bike had a long wheelbase which caused it to bottom
out. The walls were adjusted by either lowering the
crown or ramping up to the crown, so the bike did
not bottom.
Best to have an adaptive rider with
the trail team to get a first-person view on what
is needed. In our case the guy was tough as nails
and wanted a challenge. For example: We had just
completed working a stone fence when he arrived at
the location, he tried to ride it and tipped over.
After he righted himself, we started to make another go at it to make it easier. He said no, it was
ok, he had just taken the wrong line. Not saying
we should be using crash dummies to set a standard,
but his rider input was helpful.

New England Mountain Bike Association
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NEMBA AWARDS
OVER $23,000
IN TRAIL GRANTS
NEMBA Trail Grants
These grants range from $100-500 and provide financial
support to enable mountain bikers and trail stewardship
partners to perform trail projects on public land where
mountain biking is allowed.
Preference is given to projects that build or improve trails,
but all projects will be considered. The grants are awarded
twice a year, once in the fall and then again in the spring
and can be awarded to chapters, land managers and
non-profit organizations. Seven grants were awarded
for the 2021 spring grant period:

Acton, MA
To help fund a pump track that will be built on town
land by an Eagle Scout project.

Bangor, ME
For Penobscot Region NEMBA to fund “mud season”
signage at 10 trailheads in the region.

Chaplin, CT
For Quiet Corner NEMBA to partially fund the
construction of bridges in the Natchaug State Forest.

Moodus, CT
for Nathan Hale-Ray Middle School to partially fund
construction of 5-10 miles of trails on school property. The project will be done in conjunction with SE
CT NEMBA trail volunteers.

North Conway, NH
For White Mountains NEMBA to construct a bridge
in the popular Eastside Trail System in North Conway.

Uxbridge, MA
For Blackstone Valley NEMBA to construct a bridge at
the West Hill Dam.

Cromwell, CT
To Central CT NEMBA - to fund trail blazing
materials and signage for a 1.5-2 mile beginner,
youth, family trail at Waldrous Park.

For fall application information see: nemba.org/nemba-trail-grants
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COMING
SOON
Signature Trail Grants
The Signature Trail Grants program provides funding
for exceptional trail projects spearheaded and executed
by a NEMBA Chapter and are limited to the creation of
new trails and trail systems. Since 2018 this program has
awarded $90,000 for significant regional trail projects.
Two volunteer organized projects received funds to
create new community trails.

Diversity, Equity and
Inclusion in Cycling Grants
Are you a non-profit, or an
organized group that offers innovative
access, programming, or initiatives to
promote inclusion of all types in cycling
in New England?

Greater Portland NEMBA Chapter
and the Gorham Conservation Commission will team up to create
a beginner friendly flow trail. The trail will have berms, rollers and
progressive jumps that will entice beginner – intermediate level riders
and especially kids. While also being fun for advanced level riders.
Utilizing existing natural features such as knolls and depressions it will
be ¾ mile long and adjacent to the Lavoie Bike Park. The bike park
located between Gorham’s high and middle school campuses currently has a pump track and a 15-mile trail network.

Quiet Corner NEMBA Chapter
will build an entirely new multi-purpose trail system on Town of
Pomfret (CT) land. The project will include 13+ miles of trails, a skills
park, and direct access to the state’s Airline trail. The trail system will
be designed for novice riders but will be fun for advanced riders too.
QC NEMBA believes that helping to develop newer riders is critical to
the future of their chapter and the sport.

NEMBA is looking to
financially support programs
that focus on diversity, equity
and inclusion in cycling. While
programs that feature mountain
biking would be ideal, we feel
that any program supporting
cycling is beneficial to the sport
as a whole. These grants can be
awarded to NEMBA chapters,
land managers, non-profit
organizations and initiatives
created by local groups within
New England.

Look for more information this Fall
on nemba.org/dei-grants

New England Mountain Bike Association
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CONGRATULATIONS
TO OUR 2021
TRAIL HEROES!
The Trail Heroes Program is designed to acknowledge
and reward exceptional volunteerism by members. Without
the involvement of members who make valuable commitments,
NEMBA would not be able to achieve our current level of success. Chapter Presidents as well as the Executive Committee of
the BOD submit and review Trail Heroes using six criteria:

BRAD ACCETTELLA
BRIAN ALEXANDER
DANNY ANTIL
JEFF ARDINGER
ROB AUFFREY
MARC AVERILL
LYDIA BARTER
SUZANNE BEAUCHESNE
ALF BERRY
CHUCK BERUBE
LISA BILODEAU
SEAN BLOOD
BILL BOLES
JEREMIAH BOOBAR
MATT BOWSER
AARON BRASSLETT
GARY BRIGHAM
PETE BURANT
PAULA BURTON
ROGER CAMERON
CARSON CARNEY
MATT CARON
LESLIE CHOQUETTE
TIM CLOUGH
STEVE COBBLE
BILL COHN
JULIE COLEMAN
MARK COLEMAN
TRAVIS COUNSELL
ANTHONY CRAIG
BILL DAKAI
MICHAEL DAVERN
DAVE DAVIS
CHRIS DEL SOLE
BILL DOBSON
MIKE DUBE
MARIA DUMOULIN
TODD DURKIN
DAN DWYER
SUSAN EASTMAN
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1 Outstanding trail maintenance volunteers
2 Outstanding ride guiding/organizing
3 Outstanding chapter participation
4 Contribution by organizing regional events
5 Outstanding advocacy work
6 Contribution as an active regional board member

ANDY ENGEL
GREG ENGLUND
MANDY FARAAR
DAVE FARRELL
JAMIE FAUCHER
TIM FRIEDMANN
MATT FUGGI
CHRIS GAUDET
MIKE GELDERMANN
LORI GERENCER
WARREN GEROW
ED GERVAIS
JAMIE GILMAN
ADAM GLICK
KIRK GOLDSWORTHY
INDIRA GOWELL
TOM GRIMBLE
KRISTIAN HARALSON
DAVE HERDE
KATHY HERDE
LON HOHBERGER
DAVID HUGHES
WILLIE JACOBSZ
LORI JOHNSTONE
KEVIN KILLAY
GREG KNOETTNER
NORIE KNOTT
KAREN KORZA
PAUL KRESWICK

BILL KURTZ
BILL LAKE
FRANK LANE
JOE LANIER
ROBERT LAUTERBACH
SPENCER LEE
WILL LIBBY
KEVIN LUCE
MARK LURIE
JASON MAGOON
MIKE MALWITZ
MARK MCAFEE
MARY MCCARTHY
STEVE MCCARTHY
ALISON MCGEE
TOM MCKENNA
FRANK MEROLA
TREVOR MILLS
BARRY MOORE
LUIS MOREIRA
BRANDON MORPHEW
CATHY MORTON
BILLY MULVEY
BRIAN OICKLE
CHRIS PATRICK
BOB PEASE
CHRIS PETERSEN
JOSHUA PLISINSKI
JOHN REFFORD

JONATHAN REGAN
CHRIS RILEY
RICK ROMANO
BRETT RUSS
STEVE SALVADORE
RICH SANBORN
JOEL SCHALL
EDWARD SCHARF
MATT SCHULDE
MARK SCHWARZ
JOHN SEEENEY
BRETT SEVERSON
ANNE SHEPARD
MACIEJ SOBIESZEK
JOHN SOKOLOWSKI
JOSH STAPLES
CHRIS STARK
DAN STOLBERG
WAYNE STROHM
MATTHEW SWAN
MIKE TABACZYNSKI
GLENN TATTAN
JOSH TAUES
CHRIS TRIDER
BRIAN TRIMBY
KIMBERLY TRUSKOWSKI
RYAN TUCKER
MATT TULLO
TOM TYBURSKI
KOENE VAN DIJK
SAM VEGGEBERG
GLENN VERNES
CHUCK WAGENHEIM
MATTHEW WARNER
MIKE WILANDER
PETER WILLIAMS
ALAN WINSOR
MATT WOLFGANG
JIM WRIGHTSON
LAURA ZIMMER
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EPIC RIDES
ON EPIC TRAILS
We are very excited to have events back for 2021!
The Mountain Bike Adventure Series (MBAS) lets you experience some of the best mountain biking trails in New England
during a fun and festive event. Most of these rides are also
fundraisers for local trails and organizations that we hope
you will support!
Events welcome riders of all skill levels and backgrounds
to ride new places, meet new friends and enjoy being outside
and moving.

September 25

Groton, CT
Bluff Point

Carrabassett Valley,
ME
Sugarloaf

MTB ADVENTURE RIDE

MTB ADVENTURE RIDE

Awesome trails and
an ocean beach.

Check out some great trails.
Part of the NEMBA Kona MTB
Adventure Series.

September 26
Walpole, MA
Adam's Farm
SEMASS MEMBAFEST
A special event for NEMBA
members from all around
New England.

October 31

October 17

October 24

Pomfret, CT
Pomfret Forest

Uxbridge, MA
West Hill Dam

Andover, MA
Harold Parker State
Forest

FUN RIDE

MTB ADVENTURE RIDE

THE WICKED RIDE
OF THE EAST

Get together, meet new people
and ride some great trails.

New England Mountain Bike Association

Blackstone Valley NEMBA
showcases some of our
awesome trails

Look for more information on: nemba.org/mbas

August 22

North Shore NEMBA has
made this event a "must-do"
mountain biking event
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CENTRAL CT
President
GLENN VERNES
Vice President
LISA MALONEY
Secretary
TRICIA DOWCETT BETTENCOURT
Treasurer
FRANCISCO PEREZ

As I write this in mid-June, there is the feeling of a new
day dawning. The sun is bright, the days are long, the masks are
coming off, pandemic restrictions are being lifted, and group
rides are starting again. It looks as though we’re finally out from
under the yoke of Covid-19. The trails are in great shape too.
They’ve seen a lot of use over the past year and are well defined
and easy to follow. Coolish, dry weather has predominated. If
ever there was a time to get out and ride, this would be it.
The big news since last report is the creation of a new riding area in Central CT. By the time this issue hits the mailboxes the trail system at Watrous Park, off Geer St. in Cromwell,
should be complete or nearly complete. We aimed to build a
“gateway area” for people just getting into the sport, and families with young kids. There are about 2 miles of trail with a
little more on the way, and it’s an easy sub-5-minute ride from
Dividend Pond. The trails are flattish and flowy, with plenty
of kid-sized features like small jumps, skinnies, and log-overs.
Think of it as a flatter, slightly easier version of Dividend Pond.
We also added “parent stuff”- adult sized features to keep mom
and dad happy. Trails are marked and a temporary kiosk is up.
Thanks to John Sokolowski for arranging permission to build,
and to Luis Moreira and Jon Petersen for helping out with the
building and conceiving of some very interesting and innovative features, such as curved skinnies. And, of course, thanks to
the town government for giving us permission. The tread is still
soft but firming up fast. We think it truly offers something for
everyone. Go check it out.
We have plans beyond Watrous Park as well. A new trail at
Dividend Pond is in the works, as well as blazing and enhancing
what’s already there. We’re also planning more features at River
Highlands including at least one teeter.
Chapter members have been given permission make trail
improvements on a section of DEEP land off Paradise Ave in
Hamden. In April we held a cleanup day and hauled out a huge
quantity of old tires, building materials, and other junk. Future
plans are to make improvements to the current trails and add
some new ones.
We have more in the pipeline as well. Chapter members
are in the early stages of work on projects in Glastonbury and
Manchester. Stay tuned for updates.
And I’m pleased to announce that the Saturday Morning
Ride Series will be starting again on July 10th. Be sure to visit
NEMBA.org and sign your annual e-waiver.
The chapter’s 2021 trail heroes are listed elsewhere in this
issue. These are the volunteers who went above and beyond
over the past 2 years securing permissions, maintaining trails,
building features, and cleaning up after storms. We couldn’t do
it without you. Thanks!
As always if you’re interested in getting involved let us
know. We’re looking for ride leaders, especially for beginner,
family and women’s rides. We’d love to get a regular series for
all the above going. Ride on!
GLENN VERNES

Map of the New Watrous Park trails
Paradise Avenue junk haul
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FAIRFIELD COUNTY CT
President
MIKE MALWITZ
Vice President
GUNNAR WALDMAN
Secretary
MONIKA STOKES
Treasurer
ERIC SCHONENBERG
Things are re-opening in Connecticut! Weekly group rides
are back on, and we’ve been seeing more than 20 members
show up. We’ve also re-started our major trail work projects.
We’ve completed two major projects so far: A major re-route in
Troutbrook Valley, Weston, on the Orange trail with the permission of the Aspetuck Land Trust, and a new trail in the 300
acre Seth Low Pierrepont State Park in Ridgefield Connecticut,
with the permission of CT DEEP. The Troutbrook Valley project
required 30+ volunteers and a ton of benching, plus moving an
existing bridge upstream. Everybody loves the re-route! A special thanks to Coach Monika’s Fairfield County Youth Cycling
Team kids and parents for helping out with Troutbrook, as well
as “rock-meister” Ryan Tucker for organizing the event and

New England Mountain Bike Association

designing some awesome rock features. Seth Low Pierrepont
State Park was gifted to the Connecticut State Park and Forest
Commission, in 1956, from Seth Low Pierrepont, a millionaire
and ex-diplomat. It was purchased from the Scott family in the
early 1930's. The new trail re-opens a lost logging road – many
of the old rock bridges can still be seen, which is why we’re calling it “the Old Road Trail.” This trail, blazed red, now provides a
5 mile loop in Pierrepont. Most riders like to go counter-clockwise though it’s rideable both ways. Special thanks to Jeremiah
Boobar and the Cycling Sports Group (CSG) team of
Cannondale CT, and “rock-artist” Ray Garst for fabulous rock
work in there. Seth Low Pierrepont State Park is part of the
largest remaining open space in Fairfield County containing
over 30 miles of trails that span Hemlock Hills, Pine Mountain,
Bennett’s Pond, Wooster Mountain, Tarrywile and Terra Haute
open spaces. Park at the boat launch at 50 Barlow Mountain
Road, Ridgefield Connecticut and check it out! Our next major
trial project is Terra Haute in Bethel. We’re still working on
approvals and hopefully can begin work soon.
See you on the trails!
MIKE MALWITZ

Northern Fairfield County Trails. Photo by Jeremiah Boobar
Pierrepont Rock Work. Photo by Mike Malwitz
Troutbrook Bridge Crew. Photo by Monika Stokes
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HOUSATONIC VALLEY CT
President
MARK LURIE
Vice President
BILL LAKE
Secretary
LISA BILODEAU
Treasurer
BRAD ACCETTELLA
What a difference a year makes! As the country begins to
emerge from the pandemic, old friends are reuniting, shaking
hands and hugging each other once again. Familiar rituals are
returning, including some of my favorites: group rides, and
mountain bike festivals! Here in the Housatonic Valley, we
kicked things off in late May with our first in-person board
meeting since January, 2019. NEMBA’s Executive Director
Travis Counsel was kind enough to join us, getting a short tour
of the Rockhouse Hill Sanctuary trails in Oxford, CT, and then
sticking around for the meeting afterwards.

The 2021-2022 Board lineup
has been voted upon:
Interim President
Past President
Vice President
Treasurer
Secretary
Regional Rep
Regional Rep
At Large
At Large
At Large
At Large

MARK LURIE
PAULA BURTON
BILL LAKE
BRAD ACCETTELLA
LISA BILODEAU
PAULA BURTON
MATT TULLO
ANDY ENGEL
MARK COLEMAN
LORI JOHNSTONE
JOE LANIER

The Oxford High School Youth Conservation Corps (YCC), who
have worked for years to build the 14 mile trail system, will be
offering guided trail runs, and a hike option for those interested
in exploring the hidden treasures and expansive views of the
Housatonic River Valley on foot. We will have a grill going afterwards to provide burgers and dogs while everyone relives their
ride experience. If you’ve ever wanted a tour of this gem of a
property in Southern CT, this event is a great chance to check
out the trails and meet some new friends!
Please note, we are asking participants to pre-register
due to the event being limited to 75 people. Parking is located
at Oxford High School, 61 Quaker Farms Road, Oxford, CT.
Follow designated signs to the north parking lot near West
Field. Registration can be done via our facebook page, or by
visiting NEMBA.org. Participants must sign NEMBA’s Annual
Waiver prior to riding.
On the trail maintenance side, our trail systems came
through the off-season in excellent shape. Andy Engel has been
busy removing blowdowns at Waldo State Park, while the Waldo
Warriors CCAP (CT Cycling Advancement Program) team led
by Matt Tullo and Greg Cimino put in a re-route and cut back
overgrown brush. The YCC crew has been out re-routing trail
on the West side of Rockhouse, and building what is becoming
a unique feature of their trail builds: the Virginia Fence, made
from fallen red cedar trees. Old boardwalks have been replaced,
and old trail treads have been replanted with local flora to naturalize and prevent confusion with new trail corridors.
Planning for the future continues, and we’re excited
to report the CT DEEP has asked NEMBA to do a trail plan
for multiuse single track trails in the Lower Paugussett State
Forest in Newtown. This plan will hopefully become an official
NEMBA trail in the next forest management plan. HV members
Paula Burton, Mark Lurie, and Mark Coleman as well as Nick
Hage from Cannondale are involved, and met with state forester Jill Humphreys to discuss the project, which is in its early
stages.
The trails are riding great right now, so get out there and
enjoy the longer days and warmer weather!
CHRIS DEL SOLE

Thanks to everyone for volunteering!
Our chapter has begun running regular group rides again,
from a roving Monday evening Intermediate ride (sponsored
by Southbury shop Class Cycles) to a beginner ride on Tuesday
evenings at Rockhouse Hill, another roving Intermediate ride
on Tuesdays, and more rides planned for families and others in
the near future. Trail-work days have slowly been coming back
as well, although wet weather put the damper, quite literally, on
a recent work day at the Trolley property in Middlebury over
Memorial Day weekend. A big thanks to the hardy souls that did
turn out to cut new trail in the wet weather!
SAVE THE DATE! Our chapter is working hard to bring
a small event to our largest trail system, the Rockhouse Hill
Sanctuary (RHS) in Oxford, planned for Saturday, August 14th.
The Rockhouse Showcase (“Run the Rock, Hike the Hill, Ride
the Sanctuary”) will feature guided group rides for advanced
riders, intermediates, and families, and we will have self-guided
routes flagged throughout the property for all levels as well.
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HV NEMBA Group Ride w/ Travis. Photo by Travis Counsel
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NORTHWEST CT
President
JON REGAN
Vice President
JOHN LUISI
Treasurer
BRIAN VIBERT
Secretary
CARA REGAN

New Bridge in Harwinton. Photo by Frank Morton
New Kiosk in Cowles Park. Photo by Tommy P.
Benching at Northfield Brook Lake. Photo by Greg Blasko
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It has been a long difficult road but so excited to begin the
return to normal life again. That brings with it many
of the activities we have been unable to enjoy during the heart
of the pandemic. Large trail workdays, unlimited group rides
and in-person social events to name a few. Many plans were
laid during the last 15 months and now is the time to get out
there and get it done with zest and zeal as we roll into the
summer season.
Trail work has continued throughout the pandemic, it
consisted mostly of small groups and solo efforts but none
the less has produced some incredible work that has gone far
in improving the trail systems in NW CT. The stewards in
Harwinton built a beautiful new bridge at the recreation center as well as repurposing the bridge it replaced to a new water
crossing. The crew in Thomaston at Northfield Brook Lake
continue to build out the new trail system with lots of improved
blazing, benching and berms. Cowles Park continues to see constant trail improvement and maintenance to better serve and
protect the trails amid the heavy usage. Finally, the Burlington/
Nassahegon network has seen new blazing on the “White” and
“Yellow” trails and the crew has finally caught up with clearing
the trails of the numerous downed trees and limbs that have
fallen in the last year. Once again, many thanks to all our great
trail stewards for donating your time and efforts.
Work continues in Burlington on the Johnnycake
Mountain Signature trail grant project. Perhaps one of the
largest efforts of the project is underway and hopefully will be
complete by the time of publication. Replacement of the metal
bridge over Whigville Brook on the Hinman section of “White/
Yellow” has been long overdue. The new bridge will be longer,
wider and should substantially reduce the “pucker” factor of its
predecessor. In addition to the new bridge many other projects
are underway including a new informational kiosk on Scoville
Road, a new lengthy section of boardwalk and if time permits
new bridges on the Sandy Pelican trail. Stay tuned for dates of
upcoming trail workdays.
While most of the work takes place out on the trails, a considerable effort has been made to improve the mapping of our
trail systems on Trailforks this spring. Adding trail names, blaze
colors and points of interest should make the navigation of our
networks a breeze. Additionally, it will provide local emergency
responders a much easier reference to locate and navigate to
those in need.
Group rides are back! After a year being apart, let us get
back together and ride. Our chapter group rides are now underway with a similar format. Wednesday evenings will feature
multiple groups based on fitness and ability at varying locations
throughout the region. In addition to the Wednesday ride, new
this year will be a Women’s social ride on Thursday evenings
also at varying locations. Check our Facebook page (NW CT
NEMBA) and/or the NEMBA web site for all the details. Come
join us for a ride.
In closing, I would like to announce that NW CT NEMBA
Vice President Scott Ruel is stepping down from his role on
our board. We gratefully thank Scott for his 8 years of service
and advocacy for the great trails here in Northwest CT. If not
for his efforts, we certainly would not be enjoying the many
miles of approved and sanctioned singletrack at our local riding
areas. Thanks Scott! With Scott stepping down we are excited to
announce that that John Luisi will be filling Scott’s shoes as Vice
President. Welcome John.Hope to see you out on the trails.
JON R
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QUIET CORNER CT
President
SERENA DUPUIS
Vice President
JEFF DOYLE
Treasurer
CRIS CADIZ
Secretary
HEATHER MERSON

Building “Pomfret Forest” Trail System
Jeff Doyle has wanted to build new trails for SO LONG!
This Quiet Corner Chapter VP’s dream has finally come true
(after a lot of not just wishing but hard work, planning, writing
and submitting a grant). This spring, Quiet Corner NEMBA,
one of our organization’s smallest chapters, was awarded a $10K
Signature Trail Grant to build a network of new multi-user
trails in northeastern CT.
“This is the first new riding venue in our area in the history of mountain biking,” announced Jeff at our June chapter
meeting held on a steamy Sunday at Mansfield Hollow State
Park. He’s right. Almost every riding area in the Quiet Corner
NEMBA region is a state park or forest. As many NEMBA
chapters know, getting anything done within the bureaucracy
and red tape of state environmental departments is often a
painstaking, frustrating, limited and LONG process. NEMBA
members completely appreciate the opportunity to ride on and
steward trails on public land, but sometimes we simply want the
freedom to JUST DO IT!
Enter the Town of Pomfret and First Selectman Maureen
Nicholson. This beautiful, historic town is known for valuing
and preserving natural resources, from agricultural land to
woodlands and waterways. Pomfret has hundreds of acres located in state forest and parks plus land owned or managed by
land trusts and the CT Audubon Society. The Town sees value
in buying land to conserve it but also to provide open space
that residents and visitors can enjoy. Pomfret recently acquired
a scenic, forested 140-acre property with direct access to the
Air Line Trail State Park. This rail trail is part of a 20+ mile
section of the East Coast Greenway currently being expanded
and improved in northeastern CT. Nicholson knew about QC
NEMBA through our volunteers. She reached out to see if we
could help create a trail system to build upon what’s already in
place and make Pomfret a destination for trail users.
Trails for hikers, runners, bikers, equestrians and nature
enthusiasts are good for everyone, including local business.
Tourism is the type of positive economic development Pomfret
wants and trails with good amenities make for happy guests.
During the grant writing process, the QC NEMBA Leadership
Team received over a dozen letters of support from local businesses, residents and trail users who were happy to hear about
the project.
“Our community has made a commitment to preserving
open space and making it available for a variety of endeavors,”
says Nicholson. “With the help and expertise of NEMBA, we can
create a multi-use trail system to accommodate active and passive pursuits. Pomfret residents are a healthy, outdoor oriented
and enthusiastic group that appreciates and supports preserving
the wonderful natural world we live in for all to enjoy.”
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QC NEMBA and the Town of Pomfret know the NEMBA
Signature Trail Grant is a win-win-win for all partners, including user groups and other local organizations. The land was
once part of the historic Gwyn Careg Estate, which at one
time had a private zoo with exotic animals and an enormous
in-ground concrete swimming pool, which will be incorporated
into the trail system design. The Pomfret Forest trail system will
be well marked with maps, information on trail etiquette for the
user groups and signs designed by the Town of Pomfret and the
Pomfret Historical Society explaining interesting facts about the
property and its history.
Since winning the grant, Doyle has spent at least a few
hours most days in all kinds of weather working on the new
trail system in Pomfret Forest. He and a team of happy volunteers have been brush hogging, flagging, raking, trimming,
rock armoring and plotting out the best route for fairly smooth,
flowy singletrack… something rare amid the rooty, rocky, oldschool trails that predominate riding in the Quiet Corner. Not
that we don’t like our tech! But Pomfret Forest’s initial trail will
be great for novice riders. More experienced riders will have
fun on some cleverly designed rock bridges and other challenges. Additional trails will offer more hilly, technical terrain.
In addition, the adjacent Air Line Trail offers a way to connect
miles upon miles of trails in Natchaug and Goodwin State
Forests for mountain biking or gravel grinding on the AT and
local dirt roads, if that’s your pleasure.
QC NEMBA has also recently cut and opened a new
multi-use trail on the same property, from the Air Line Trail to
Watercure Farm Distillery. This trail is located just south of the
Pomfret Town Hall access trail and RT 44 (Mashamoquet Road)
underpass and features signage and a wooden bridge that spans
a small water crossing. Air Line Trail users now have easy, safe
and direct access to beverages at the distillery and great food at
the Airline Grill, directly across Route 44.
We offer our heartfelt thanks to NEMBA for the Signature
Trail Grant and the Town of Pomfret for this opportunity!
Want to help? We need you! Reach out to Jeff Doyle directly
( jdoyle@nemba.org), see nemba.org/chapters/qcnemba or find
@QuietCornerNEMBA on Facebook for upcoming Trail Work
Days. Don’t miss our weekly group rides and events, including
an Endurance Series that started in June with a 20-mile ride
and works up to an 80-mile ride. See our Facebook page and
group for details.
CRIS CADIZ

Trail Gnomes in Pomfret Forest (Christian Smutnick, Heather,
Merson, Tom Campbell, Shane Merson, Irving Fenner, Jeff
Doyle). Photo by Cris Cadiz.
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SOUTHEASTERN CT
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BRETT SEVERSON
Vice President
KIM BRADLEY
Secretary
TODD ROMILLY
Treasurer
JANET ANDERSEN
It’s been a very active past few months for SECT NEMBA!
We’ve undertaken a significant trail build project, started planning and hosting group rides, and continue the access-related
discussions with CT DEEP.
This winter Nathan-Hale-Ray Middle School in Moodus,
CT, reached out to SECT NEMBA for assistance with a project
to develop a mountain-bike specific trail system on their property. The trail system will be the first step in developing a youth
cycling program. SECT NEMBA began by helping design the
trails, and once final approvals were received, it was full-speed
ahead on trail construction activities! We secured a NEMBA
Trail Grant to assist with funding the project, and then hosted a
work day for over 60 volunteers, mostly students and their parents. We had support from our local shops, Airline Cycles and
Cycling Concepts, and Specialized was on-site to provide pizza
and beverages to all of the volunteers! Two bridges have also
been completed, all using materials sourced on the property or
locally, and a boardwalk is anticipated to be completed in early
summer. Regular updates are posted on our Instagram account.
The SECT Women, encouraged to get out after a long
challenging year of social isolation, reached out with an interest in starting up Thursday evening Ladies rides this spring.
Our chapter responded by organizing an online form where
ladies can sign up to lead rides for other women mountain
bikers in the region. The signups took off and we have rides
scheduled throughout the SECT NEMBA region and beyond
through October 2021. Novice through intermediate riders have
been exploring the trails, finding local women riding buddies
and practicing their techniques and skills together. Visit the
Facebook SECT NEMBA Ladies group to get ride information
and come hit the trails with us!
The SECT Mountain Bike Adventure Series ride planning
and preparations are underway. Join SECT NEMBA on August
22, 2021 to experience a new route that includes trails across
Bluff Point and Haley Farm CT State Parks, the Mortimer
Wright Preserved owned by the Town of Groton, and The
Merritt Family Forest owned by the Groton Open Spaces
Association (GOSA). Both the 2018 (15 mi) and 2019 MBAS (18
mi) routes are posted on Trailforks for a preview. We will use
NEMBA’s new on-line registration system for 2021. Riders must
be pre-registered. It is important to note that CT has joined
other NE states in charging a fee for vehicles without state
plates for parking at many State Parks and Forests including
Bluff Point. Enjoy the sea breeze, beaches, picnic areas, and
some of the sweetest coastal single-track in New England!

SECT trail crew-member, Rachel Bradley, clearing trails at our
dig-day! Photo by Brett Severson
Bench-cuts on one of the steeper sections of the new middle
school trail system. Photo by Brett Severson
First tracks on the new bridge! Photo by Brad Thody
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CARRABASSETT REGION ME
President
WARREN GEROW
Vice President
EDWARD GERVAIS
Treasurer
LORI GERENCER
Secretary
MARK SCHWARZ
Summer riding came early to Carrabassett Valley this year
after a winter of low snowpack and early warm temperatures.
It seems more trails were open earlier than ever and things
became dusty by June. Like every year, a lot of work goes into
getting the trails open for the season. There have been several
volunteer trail days so far this year, a big thank you to all those
folks that turned out to buff, clear, rake trails etc. The Town
trail crew puts in many hours to ready things for riding, and
the volunteer trail days give the effort a huge shot in the arm in
making things prime. This year there was a significant number
of blowdowns that need to be taken care of, thank you to all.
Tuesday night group rides have been well attended this
year. It is great to see organized group rides back on the calendar and folks out having fun on bikes. The ladies Spinin’ Sugar
Rides have been going off on Wednesdays and Saturdays, with
great attendance this year, also excellent to see.
Town trail crews focused their early season efforts on
trail maintenance, and reconstructing sections of trails. New
Construction for 2021 will pick up where they left off in the fall,
up in the Stoney Brook pod which is located in both the Town
of Wyman and Town of Carrabassett Valley. A short section of
trail was constructed last year to kick things off. A significant
amount of planning and permitting has gone into making this
pod a reality. It has been in the works for more than two years
now, it will be gratifying to see a significant amount of investment laid on the ground in this area. In total there is expected
to be well in excess of 10 miles of riding in this zone once final
build-out is completed.
The 10th edition of the Carrabassett Backcountry Cycle
Challenge (CBCC) happens on July 17. Demand for the race was
very strong this year, with demand for the 350 spots well out
pacing supply. This year’s edition is somewhat different than
years past with a completely new race course. Many of the same
classic trails will be included in a 50k loop that will be ridden
twice by 100k riders. The event continues to be part of the
National Ultra Endurance (NUE) Series and is the largest fundraiser for CRENMBA with proceeds going towards future trail
work and local youth cycling programs.

Valley and the Flagstaff area, along with the Redington Pond loop
trails, Huston Brook roads upstream from the bottom of the Narrow
Gauge Trailway and other areas. The limits of the Penobscot Nation
lands are shown on our trail maps, please review this as not all trails
and roads have been physically posted by trail crews as being closed.
Many thanks for respecting this situation and not riding in these areas.

******
It will be a busy fall season around the valley with the
MAXXIS Eastern States Cup Box Showdown coming to Town
the weekend of September 11-12. Events will be held on
Sugarloaf mountain. There will be workdays to get trails online
for this event, check the Sugarloaf Facebook Events page for
details on these days. This will be a rehearsal event for the
Enduro World Series event that was recently announced for
August of 2022. It is exciting to see gravity racing of this caliber, best in the world, coming to the Valley. Our friends over
in Rangeley will also be hosting the Northwoods Gravel Grind
on the weekend of September 11th weekend. This is a super fun
grass roots event that attracts a lot of both mountain bikers and
road cyclists. Details will be on bikereg this summer. Later in
the month on September 25th will be the annual Carrabassett
Adventure Ride. This event is part of the KONA Mountain
Bike Adventure Series (MBAS) and will be held at the Outdoor
Center. Guided rides will be offered, and the day will end
with a BBQ and an informal CRNEMBA’s meeting open to all.
This event is our unofficial season ending social and is always
attracts new folks to the valley. Hope to see you all there!
See you on the trails!
WARREN GEROW

Tuesday Night Ride. Photo by Samuel Punderson
Spring Trail Work Day. Photo by Tom Cromwell

******
As many folks are aware, The Penobscot Nation has graciously
granted trail access on an annual basis in the past and we have contacted them for 2021 permission. Until we receive such permission,
and resolve any underlying concerns that may be preventing it, riders
do not have permission to access portions of the CVTrails network on
Penobscot Nation Lands. Respect for landowners is embedded in the
CRNEMBA mission statement and vital to the culture that we have all
worked to develop in the Carrabassett Region riding community. Please
do not ride on Penobscot Nation Lands until we receive permission.
This unfortunately includes the Carriage Road linking Carrabassett
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GARY HINKLEY
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LESLIE WILSON
Is there anything sweeter than a summer ride? I think not.
Dipping in and out of a cool forest gliding along singletrack,
looking ahead, riding a line, then seamlessly picking another.
Arriving at the end satiated and content. It’s no surprise that we
are all so devoted.
What do Bond Brook, Mt Apatite, Quarry Road, Allen
Whitney, The Res and Titcomb all have in common this summer? New and improved trails! Many will receive updates to
beef up sustainability and additional segments, but Quarry road
promises to be a game changing addition thanks to the City of
Waterville. This won’t happen all at once but our dedicated trail
crew is on task. Pinely loops found just off the Junk Yard at The
Res in Hallowell is first up. The town of Manchester has been
very supportive of this effort.
Monday night Dirt Diva rides as well as Wednesday night
rides are back. These are both intended social, no drop rides.
We all know bigger isn’t always better and break into smaller
groups when it’s appropriate. Personally my favorite part of
the ride is when it morphs from competition to collaboration.
Diversity propels this change so please come ride with us.
With such a large contingent of riders in the LA area, that’s
Lewiston, Auburn for those of you from away, we often hold a
Wednesday night ride at Mount Apatite as well as an itinerant
ride at an undisclosed location. No it’s not a secret but it may
seem like that if you don’t have the CeMENemba App, available
from App stores nationwide just visit cemenemba.app with your
favorite web browser.
The app will also keep you up to date on our latest
Tuesday Night Trail work night as well. We hold TNT’s as often
as we can. If you thought well I wouldn’t be much help, think
again. Often these nights are doing prep work for our paid
trail crew, cleaning corridors and staging materials being some
of the favorites. Many hands make light work, and there is
no better example than TNT’s. Worried about commitment?
Just come to one that’s convenient and close. You will make a
difference. There aren’t that many Tuesdays in a summer and
even if you're only able to devote one it’s still a great help. The
app gives you all the details about both events and rides. When,
where and even who’s going!
Speaking of events this year we bring back the
CeMENEMBA auction and are combining it with the Odyssey.
This year Lost Valley in Auburn hosts both and at press time it
looks as if camping will be available. The Odyssey is our end of
season celebration of the trails. Ride as many, or few, as you’d
like. Prizes will be awarded, although probably not for the fewest trails ridden, stay tuned for details. We’ve got a ton of coveted donations that are waiting specifically for you.
Bond Brook Tread Fest goes back to its roots this year,
returning as a one day event in the fall. We’ve actually eliminated many of the roots from the original. Don’t panic there are
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still plenty left. This years event will feature a simple XC style
race format. There are lengths and categories for all ability levels and riders. Join us for a festive day of racing and revel in the
fitness you’ve accumulated all summer.
Tread Fest, The Odyssey, the Auction and all our other
events have one thing in common. They raise funds for the
trails. A very generous donor is matching contributions up to
a total of $20k for this year. All funds raised go directly to the
trails, equipment rental, materials and labor make up the lion’s
share of expenses. Events are not the only source either. This
years Tread Fest shirts were donated by a grateful rider, the
huge piles of custom fill used at Titcomb were donated by a
thoughtful business. It’s heart warming to see people spontaneously stepping up to make a difference. See you on the trails.
IAN

Mark your calendars
September 26th 2021: Bond Brook Tread Fest
October 16th 2021: The Odyssey and Auction.

Lily of the Valley. Model Aimee Reiter. Photo Chris Riley.
TNT at The Res in Hallowell. Photo by Chris Riley
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MATT WARNER
Vice President
SAM MORTON
Treasurer
KATHLEEN PIGEON
Secretary
CASEY BROWN
Greater Portland NEMBA is coming off the thrill of receiving a Signature Trail grant and we’re back to work. Our new
Signature Trail will be a fun and flowy addition to the awesome (and always expanding) Gorham network, snaking its way
through the terrain around the pump track with progressive
features and fun for all abilities. It’s gonna rock and should be
ready for wheels by the fall.
In addition to the Signature Trail, we have crews hard
at work in Gorham and Falmouth-Blackstrap building and
improving trails week-by-week. These networks are getting bigger and better with the result that mountain bikers are joining
foodies and beer geeks treating greater Portland as a serious
destination.
We’re not only trail building but also riding, a lot. We’ve
restarted weekly rides for all levels and paces with stellar turnout. People are psyched to be back in the saddle, socializing and
riding together again. Greater Portland NEMBA is also looking
to restart weekend rides in the near future so we can show off
our network to even more members and future members, so
keep an eye on social media for announcements.
The spring auction, socially distanced and all, was a massive success. We raised thousands of dollars for new trails while
staying engaged with the southern Maine mountain bike community and our awesome local bike shops. These dollars are
directly responsible for the awesome and ever-improving trails
in the region.
You can also start getting excited about new GP NEMBA
t-shirts. They're ordered, on their way, and will be rolled out to
the masses soon. Stay tuned!
Finally, we’re exploring several exciting opportunities with
surrounding towns for new networks that connect to the broader trail system in southern Maine. We hope to share more about
these efforts in the coming months. How’s that for a teaser to
close?
See you out on the trails!

GP NEMBA members out on one of our first group rides of
2021. Photo by Scott Libby.
Little-traveled but still awesome Libby Hall.
Photo by Andy Haynes
More fun hitting the trails together.
Photo by Scott Libby and Mike Sandora.
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DARBY UREY
Secretary
STACEY KEEFER
Our dedicated team of local advocates have kept busy
over the last 12 months meeting with land managers to discuss
expanding trail opportunities and planning trail care events
here in the Midcoast.
McNEMBA has had the good fortune to build one or
two new trails every year for more than a decade. Last year
we decided to “pump the brakes” to catch up on maintenance
throughout our local network and to stay true to our commitment of trail stewardship to our land owners and partners. A
regular focus on trail maintenance will continue to lay the
foundation to grow our network of singletrack and connect our
outdoor communities.
We would also like to express our appreciation for
the support from the Midcoast School of Technology's
Outdoor Leadership program, Georges River Land Trust, and
Sidecountry Sports to help address a handful of trail maintenance items this spring in the Thomaston Town Forest.
Speaking of trail maintenance, our spring 6-pack trail series
fueled by generous morning bagels from the Bagel Cafe
and post work lunch from Cold Toes Tacos was a great success! Many thanks to all the volunteer pay dirt and to Chris
Rogers for the planning and logistics that went into the trail
work sessions in the Goose River, Ragged Mountain Preserve,
and Camden Snow Bowl trail systems. Awesome effort by all
involved!
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Speaking of awesome! The organizers of the Maine Gravel
Series will be donating this year’s event proceeds to McNEMBA
to help raise money for trail maintenance and development.
The MGS Frost Heave Fondo, Growl’s Head, and Island Time
rides were fun filled adventures and are in the books. Visit
ghostcatbags.com to learn about future events planned for the
rest of the 2021 season.
Be sure to stay tuned for additional volunteer trail care
events this season and chapter meeting/ride events.
We would also like to welcome the Belfast NEMBA as the
newest chapter in Maine. Belfast mountain bikers have already
been hard at work developing new singletrack and we’re excited
to collaborate and help support their trail advocacy efforts.
Happy Trails!

MCST Outdoor Leadership students hard at work.
Photo by John Anders
Maine Gravel Series - Island Time Adventure Ride.
Photo by Derek Veilleux
Rock armoring and drainage work on the Keel Haul trail.
Photo by John Anders
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PENOBSCOT REGION ME
President
CARSON CARNEY
Vice President
DEB MERRILL
Treasurer
MICHELE BENOIT
Secretary
STAN MACARTHUR
With hugs and high fives, we’re back and riding together.
After a year of caution, risk mitigation, avoiding large group
rides, and finding some solace in the woods from the stress of
the world, we welcome the return to smiling faces with grit in
their teeth.
und here!”

ch good riding aro

“There’s just so mu

Words heard trailside in the Bangor City Forest, while
exploring all around the University of Maine, sitting atop the
Overlook in Dedham, chatting with families at Essex Woods,
and pedaling back up for another lap at Great Pond Mountain.

“Ste

llar!”

“Incr
edib

"AMAZING!”

le!”

Local riders describe their seasons. There’s also HOT and
ticks and frustrated and exhausting, but all will get better the
more we’re on bikes.
“Free”

"Optimistic”

ul”
“Joyf

Shop group rides are back with more energy and excitement than before, and the budding interest that kept shops
scrambling for inventory is now translating into more happy
trail users enjoying all our region has to offer.
We worked quietly throughout the winter and spring,
grooming snowy trails to perfection and tending to the inevitable branches, downed trees and mud once the snow was gone.
We held elections! Members voted in a new board in
February, a solid mix of experience and new energy. Whatever
our backgrounds, we share common goals: care for the trails,
help more people enjoy mountain biking, and have fun.
Throughout spring, the board reconnected with land managers to plan projects and how we can work together to support
common goals. From the Orono Land Trust to the University
of Maine, the City of Bangor and the Bangor Land Trust, to
Dedham and Great Pond Mountain: PR NEMBA is collaborating
with these groups to repair and build bridges, maintain trails,
and protect the resources we all love.
Smiles abound. Our members described their ‘dry dusty
grins’ and perma-grins’ from riding this spring. Giddy and
grateful might be other ways to describe how we feel.
Energy is high and bikes are rolling. We’re looking forward
to new people, new projects and lots of riding.One last word
from a local rider, describing his season:

"Supercalifragilisticexpial

idocious!"
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Rose Bike Women's Ride. Photo by Fiona Sorensen Hamilton
"Send it!" at the Overlook Trail at Kiski.
Americorps Project: Bog Trail Bridge, Bangor City Forest/
Aaron Brasslett
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President
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Vice President
KRISTIN JHAMB
Treasurer
JARET REBLIN
Secretary
CHANNING JONES
Happy Spring into Happy Summer here in Maine. We
have been enjoying great riding in the area.
Six Rivers hosted a Women's Ride sponsored by the
Bicycle Coalition of Maine that took place on Saturday, June 5,
2021. The ride was held at the Topsham Pond Trails and drew 14
riders. The ride occurred throughout the state on that weekend
and local riding groups hosted a variety of mountain, gravel and
road rides at varying skill levels. More than 400 Women riders
took part in these rides. It was a great opportunity to meet
other women riders and get an introduction to our Topsham
pond trail system. Leaders and sweeps on the ride were Kristin
Jhamb, Disa Fedorowicz, Melissa Stearns and Jen Fox. We had 2
mother-daughter pairs and our youngest rider was Marni, age 7
from Bowdoinham! We had gorgeous weather and had a ton of
fun making connections with others and enjoying the outdoor
camaraderie. Looking forward to making this an annual event
for our chapter.

The Brunswick Recreation Kids mountain biking program
is in it’s 5th season and our first spring season. Six Rivers
chapter has been coaching the program. Over the last five
seasons we have put over 100 kids through programming in
Brunswick alone. Many kids return each season. This season
the group rode a variety of trail systems: the Brunswick town
Commons, the Topsham Ponds, Neptune woods in the bath
pump track and bike park. Our goal is to grow and develop
new trail bikers!After years of discussions with the City of Bath,
Six Rivers NEMBA finally broke ground on phase-two of the
pump track we built in 2017: The Bath Bike Park. The Bike
Park sits on a lot just above the pumptrack that used to be a
parking area for tanks, trucks and heavy equipment as part of
the National Guard Armory. It has sat vacant for decades, and
we are excited to be part of reinventing it as another asset to the
community. In late April we gathered a group of ten volunteers
including high school and middle school students from Bath
and Brunswick for the build. The city donated hundreds of
yards of clay and dirt along with machines and operators to
shape the elements over the course of a morning. Up top there
is a line of rollers, an area of tricky skinnies and a drop-to-flat
ledge followed by a rock garden. We created a connection to the
pump track with options: a straight shot ending with a table top,
two swooping berms, or you can hit the lip with some speed
and sail into the straight-shot descent.
The skills area is already seen plenty of use. Chapter
president Kris Haralson even brought his youth mountain
biking group from neighboring Brunswick to try it out.
It's a pleasure to work with the city of baths parks and rec
department. Together we continue to bring moremountain
biking opportunities to life for residents and visitors alike.

Rec riders on the trails. Photo by Kris Haralson
Aerial view of the Bath skills park. Photo by Lawrence Kovacs
Girls know how to have fun! Photo by Kris Haralson
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ALISON MCGEE
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RUTH WHEELER
Secretary
CHRIS CALVERT
The Berkshire chapter is working hard alongside the
NEHSCA Shire Shredders youth team and the local nonprofit
Berkshire Mountain Bike Training Series to bring a world-class
bike skills park to the Berkshires. With the concept and location
approved, we are in the thick of the design planning and fundraising process and even though we’ve hit a few bumps in the
trail are still rolling with this much-anticipated project.
The proposed Bike Skills Park, planned to be located within the City or Pittsfield’s largest park—Springside Park—will
be designed by Will Conroy of Powderhorn Trail Company.
Will was the designer and builder of the Keene Bike Park and
has been working closely with chapter president, Alison McGee
to develop the plan for this project and bring our ideas to life.
The proposed park will cover approximately 1.5-3 acres and
will include an asphalt pump track designed by Velosolutions/
Progressive Bike Ramps, a young kids area for skill development, a jump line, a cross country trail with natural features,
and a dual slalom course.
Initial collaboration with the Springside Park Conservancy
(SPC) group is what led to the partnership with Conroy after a
member of the SPC raised concerns about the aesthetics of a
pump track. Thanks to a Highland women’s gravity clinic coach,
Whitney Poulin, McGee was connected with Conroy who specializes in “finish work” including replanting and use of native
species to help blend a park with its natural surroundings.
McGee brought the idea back to the SPC and received unanimous approval in August 2020. The project was then brought
forth to the city’s parks commission for official approval.
Berkshire NEMBA proposed to gift the skills park to the City of
Pittsfield, with all funding managed by the chapter and it’s partners, much like the Keene Bike Park.
After some of our early meetings with the Parks
Commission, Berkshire NEMBA put together a public interest survey to gather information about local perspectives on
the addition of a bike skills park in Springside. The survey
received 95 responses over the course of a couple weeks, 96%
of the responses were positive, with a few minor concerns
raised about the impact it may have on the natural environment. One respondent stated “I think it will greatly improve
the value of the park, as it will bring a new generation of stewardship to the property, which could in turn make it as safer
place for the community.” 45% of respondents commented that
they wanted the park to be larger than the proposed 1.5 acres.
Shortly after McGee presented these results to the commission,
approximately three individuals brought opposition to the
park, voicing concerns as well as some inaccurate accusations
and statements about both the project itself and the mountain
biking community. In an effort to educate the commission, the
Berkshire chapter was able to partner with an environmental
and economic impact expert, Josha Rebennack of City MTB
in Minnesota. McGee brought Rebennack to the commission
where he presented a thorough and well-researched rebuttal to
the comments, providing valuable information about the true
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impact of mountain biking, a passive recreation activity as well
as placement of the bike skills park, which would be classified as
“active” yet located in an area already used for other active uses.
Because of the scope and caliber of the proposed park,
Berkshire NEMBA will need to raise approximately $400,000
for the project. Initial fundraising efforts were highly successful as our chapter partnered with the International Mountain
Bicycling Association (IMBA) through their Dig In program
with Shimano. In February and March of this year, we successfully raised over $3000, which qualified our project for a $2000
matching contribution from Shimano. That $5000 will cover
the design plan from Conroy and Velosolutions and the excess
funds will go towards the rest of the project costs. The outpouring of support was overwhelming and included donations from
local riders, members of other NEMBA chapters, parents in the
community, and a charity organization out of Rochester, NY.
It has been an interesting process and we remain hopeful
and positive that this park will be constructed as planned within
this year. The addition of the bike skills park will bring truly
valuable and unique opportunities both to the existing mountain bike community as well as youth of the neighboring middle school and residents of the nearby (primarily low-income)
neighborhood. We feel wholeheartedly that this project will be
one of the most valuable recent additions to the region and will
help improve recreation opportunities in our area immensely.
Anyone interested in supporting the project can find
information on the Berkshire Bike Park Facebook page and
through our sponsorship information:

https://tinyurl.com/BerkBikeSponsor
https://tinyurl.com/BerkBikeDonate

Proposed asphalt pump track portion of the planned Berkshire
Bike Park. Designed by Velosolutions
Shire Shredders and other NEHSCA team members enjoying a
pump track in Stratham, NH. Photo by Coach Keven Delaney
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Hey Stranger, welcome back! Yes, we’ve turned the corner
and getting back to chapter mountain bike activities. Weekly
rides are happening, a monthly newbie ride at West Hill Dam
(WHD), a weekly trail care project at Vietnam and plans are
underway for our Mountain Bike Adventure Series fun ride
at West Hill Dam on October 24th. Fingers crossed our next
chapter meeting will be in person so it’s time to shave the
Covid beard and get a haircut. If you’re interested in attending or assisting in any of the activities, keep your eye on the
Blackstone Valley NEMBA Group Facebook site or contact the
Blackstone Valley NEMBA Facebook page. If you don’t have
the opportunity to join a group function there are some alternatives using Trailforks to get you out on the trails such as the
Vietnam challenge, ride area completionalist badges and routes
in ride areas that are not on your regular list of places to ride.
No excuse not to be on the trails!
As winter progressed the grooming skills did too. Crank
was exercised regularly at WHD and enjoyed even more by the
bikers, skiers and walkers. Many thanks to the handlers who
made the winter more tolerable. As we slid past mud season;
the bridge work began. WHD continues to be spruced up
the addition of a boardwalk and bridge. Kevin Sylvia applied
his NEMBA trail grant and headed up a group to install a
boardwalk on Bravo. The New England High School Cycling
Association Dirt Diggers felt the glow of paying it forward as
they did some cross training by lugging in material for the
boardwalk. Nice job done by all. As if Oscar didn’t have an
impressive enough bridge already, Jacob Constable of Troop
1122 designed and directed the construction of a ‘centrifuge’
bridge. With backup from the Geezers the bridge is ready to
ride. Be sure to check out these new features on Oct. 24th if not
before. Cormier Woods also benefitted from a new bridge and
there is a reroute project underway.
Spring also afforded the opportunity to send five members of our chapter (Brian Forestal, Ron Iacovellli, David Little,
Ryan Oliva and Laura Zimmer) to an online trail school. While
it wasn’t quite the same as getting down and dirty, there was
some good information on tools and planning. The goal is to
implement this knowledge into Chapter projects by including
these people in the process. We do keep a list of possible projects for our chapter and welcome suggestions where help might
be needed. Also if any member has a liaison with a land manager we’d like to know that too.
On the business side; a comprehensive treasurer’s report
was created along with a budget and will be presented at each
quarterly chapter meeting. This allows us plan projects, see
where the spending trends are and show you where you money
is going. Also purchase and sales guidelines were rolled out to
facilitate dealings in the course of the year.
As always: ride with respect, keep the rubber side down
and enjoy the dirt!

Bravo boardwalk at West Hill Dam.
The NEHSCA Dirt Diggers lend a hand, and legs.
Till the sun goes down...
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CAPE COD MA
President
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KAREN ZUNTI
Secretary
BEN ERHARD

It’s been an amazing spring and early summer on Cape
Cod. Our trails are in great shape, and we welcome riders from
all over New England to come visit and ride with us! If you’re
planning a vacation on Cape Cod, make sure to bring the bike!
Most notably, we had very little wet weather and our fast
drying, sandy soil has led to great riding conditions, with almost
no mud and lots of hero dirt.
One of most notable accomplishments is the amount of
mapping that has been done by Dave Lafreniere, our chapter
VP. Dave has recently mapped areas in Discovery Hill (a.k.a.
The Coke Plant), the Bourne Town Forest / 4 ponds conservation area and Bridge Creek / Clay Hill in Barnstable. We now
have over 500 miles of mapped trails on Trailforks!
Dave has also added a "#greatroutes" tab on our facebook
page where local riders can post great Strava routes for our visitors to easily access and follow.
In April we nominated a new Treasurer, Ben Erhard, to
our group. Ben has a background in finance, bookkeeping and
fundraising and is a huge addition to our leadership team. We
also received permission from the town of Mashpee to build
a new one-mile trail in the Mashpee Woodlands area. We
had a solid turnout of volunteers and gave big kudos to our
“mower,” Mark Nelson. This new trail also received favorable
press on CAPENEWS.NET. We are actively working with the
town of Mashpee on new trail projects in the Woodlands and
Quinaquisset region.
Our chapter also assisted the Town of Barnstable with
some trail closures in the Crooked Cartway / Danforth region
that were opened illegally. We are actively working with the
town on preserving open space and revitalizing some of the
beat up trails in West Barnstable.
Several members turned out for a clip and ride maintenance event at Old Jail Lane in West Barnstable. Many thanks to
all the volunteers.
In May, we held an “Adventures in Adaptive Cycling”
event at the Crooked Cartway lot. The event was to raise awareness for the adaptive athletes that are frequenting the trails.
Terry Downey from Spaulding Rehab and her team had 5
bikes on-site. Non-disabled riders were able to try out the leg
bikes, hand bikes and enjoy some free coffee and donuts. Our
monthly chapter meetings have been held on Zoom with the
exception of the June Meeting. We had over 32 riders show up
for the June meeting at Hathaway’s Pond. It was great to get
together and see long lost friends and enjoy a ride together. We
were able to install a 14’x14’ pressure treated platform on Sam
Nye Mountain. Kudo’s to the team of volunteers that installed
the footings last fall and built the deck this spring. The deck is
similar to the one we have at WBCA known as Walker Point.
The Sam Nye Deck has amazing views of Cape Cod Bay and on
a clear day you can almost see Provincetown. We also received
final approval for 2.5 miles of new bike trails from the Maple
Swamp lot to the new platform. Those trails will be ready by
July 4th.
We look forward to a great summer riding both on dirt
and on the sandy beaches. Come visit the Cape for a great vacation, awesome riding, beautiful sunsets and grab a taste of the
hero dirt!

New Observation Deck at Sam Nye Sandwich.
Photo by Mike Dube
Adventures in Adaptive Cycling. Photo by Terry Downey
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GREATER BOSTON MA
President
MARY MCCARTHY
Vice Presidents
MACIEJ SOBIESZEK, RICK FORZESE,
ANDREA JONES, ADAM GLICK

shaking off the rust at an upcoming ride. Nobody rides the
trails exactly alike, and sweeping is a great way to learn your
way around. Soon we the post-ride pizza and hanging out after
dark will return. At that point we'll be back in full swing, and we
hope you’ll be there with us!
ROB AUFFREY, COREY BOLLIER, AND BILL COHN

Secretary
COREY BOLLIER
Treasurer
JUNKO KATO
The GB Nemba chapter meetings have been having some
of the highest attendance in recent years. Most meetings since
January have had over 40 people. Topics have ranged from
getting back to the weekly rides to how we can get trail work
organized during and post pandemic, how and where can trails
be built, virtual trail school, building stronger relationships with
land managers and other user groups. We've even had some
guest presenters: Gerdette Armour, joined in January to show
us some of the best yoga poses for mountain bikers. Just prior
to that, we had guests from Sedona and Florida mountain bike
orgs join our meeting to discuss how they’re doing rides and
how they work with land managers to create signage.
GBNEMBA’s trail care “elves” have been hard at work in
the past month, spreading the love among several of the parks
in our area. We teamed with the Friends of the Landlocked
Forest to mow and clear a 5 acre meadow of invasive plants
(Rob A was in his element, commanding the brush cutting
mower to do his bidding). At Lone Tree Hill in Belmont, we
built a 250’ reroute to replace an unsustainable and unsafe fallline trail with a nice, flowing section that encourages “reloads.”
And on the Western Greenway, our “A-Team” of younger builders, following a design by trail guru Mike T, rerouted an unsafe
exit/entrance on a busy road to align with a new crosswalk built
by the Town of Lexington. We have more projects coming soon
including a new trail and bridge at LLF (pending the slooowww
process of getting wetland approvals).
Throughout the pandemic, how and when the chapter
might eventually return to its weekly group ride series came up
repeatedly in our monthly meetings. In early May we rebooted
the world famous GBNEMBA weekly group ride series! Reboot
is an apt term because some changes had to be implemented. In order to stay within MA guidelines at the time, chapter
members decided to keep groups to 10 or fewer with required
pre-registration through Eventbrite. We are happy to report
that it has been a resounding success and we’re even happier to
now be able to return to pre-COVID ride operations!
The Mon. Beginner Ride at Beaver Brook is back in action
and Dan McCormack's Practice Your Technique sponsored
by JRA Cycles on Mondays at LLF has been quite popular.
Likewise the Wed. Fells and Thurs. LLF rides started out with
multiple lead/sweep pairs taking small groups out at various
paces from mellow to fast. With the lifting of state mandates –
no pre-reg or restricted ride size - the smiles are getting even
more plentiful! It’s been wonderful to prove to ourselves that
old friends DO exist in real life, and to make new friends. It's a
beautiful thing to see a whole new crop of people interested in
becoming ride leaders. Many of our veteran ride guides have
returned, but we could still use a good rotation of experienced
leaders and sweeps. If you've been holding back please consider
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Recently I have been reminded how important it is for
GBNEMBA to be an active partner with our friends on and
off the trails. Sometimes these opportunities for partnership
come in the form of email inquiries from bewildered trail
users reaching out for solutions to rogue trails, enthusiastic and
perplexed parents who want to know how or where to direct
their housebound, teenage Fabio Widmer on the next steps for
trail building, or mtbs who want to ensure greater diversity and
inclusion, or seasoned mtbs who can see the day coming when
they will want a pedal assist eBike and worry where will they be
able to ride and will NEMBA be a part of that future.
These are all terrific conversations and as GBNEMBA
chapter president I am honored to be a facilitator to some of
these engagement moments. Without a single answer to all of
these concerns, here aresome resources and ongoing conversations you may want to join or review.
Rogue Trails and Trail building aspirations – See a recent
presentation by NEMBA Board President Adam Glick from our
April Chapter Mtg about the very basics:

www.youtube.com/channel/UClCnIK79rQeBGk4XWvrP0EA

Always engage the land manager/property owner before
taking any action (building or dismantling).
Folks interested in topics associated with Diversity, Equity,
and Inclusion: Our mission is to promote the best that mountain biking has to offer, steward the trail systems where we recreate, and preserve open space. To fulfill that mission, we must
work toward making the sport, trails, and open public space
accessible to all. If you would like to participate in committee
work in this area please email:

office@nemba.org

Those concerned about eBikes can learn more at:

https://www.nemba.org/emtb

and stay tuned for more information from the newly formed
Pedal Assisted Advisory Committee of NEMBA.
Upcoming Rides, Trail Work, or Meetings at:

https://www.nemba.org/events

MARY MCCARTHY
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CHRIS PETERSEN

President’s Message
The 2021had a delayed start but rides are now in full
swing. The women started the season opener with a large group.
They split into two groups at different paces. A big shout out
to JRA Cycles and PEDERO'S for supporting NEMBA and suppling the new tool kit at Russell Mill. We are in the middle new
signage project at Russell Mill. You may see some additional
signs out there. There will be more trail side maps in the future
as well. The goal is to make the area easier to navigate and safer
if there is an emergency on the trail. I hope people enjoyed the
trails. We currently do not have any big trail projects but are
always exploring. Have a safe and enjoyable riding season.

https://www.facebook.com/groups/MVNEMBA/

Group Rides
Tuesday
• The Lowell Dracut Tyngsboro Tuesday Night Ride
Series is off to a strong start. The ride is an Advanced
Intermediate ride due to pace and terrain. The rides are
around 15 miles. The ride leaves at 6PM from the Wang
school in Lowell. .
• Women’s Ride: This ride was created to help easy
pace female riders to feel comfortable while learning,
and for advanced riders to strengthen their skills. The
rides are all about fun and NO pressure...so come ride
with us.
• We rotate between LDT and other local sites)

Friday
• The Friday Night ride series at Russell Mill is off and
running. We offer an intermediate-advanced intermediate group. As the days get longer, the advance ride
will also include a trip to Billerica State Forest. The long
loop can be 20+ miles. First wave rolls at 5:00 and
loops back to pick up the 6:00 start.
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Pre ride #1. Photo by Karen Korza
New PEDRO'S tools kit installed at the pumptrack. Thank you
PEDRO'S and JRA Cycles
The fearless ride leaders. Karen and Lon.
Photo by Karen Korza.
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Coronavirus pandemic restrictions were mostly lifted
in the spring of 2021 and normal mountain bike rides have
resumed. NSNEMBA’s weekly ride schedule officially resumed
in late May and pent up demand for group rides has resulted in
the rides being very well attended.
The Chapter App is now up and running thanks to Karen
Whittier. Search for NSNEMBA in the App Store to download the app. Weekly ride updates, meeting and trail project
announcements will be posted on the app.
Wicked Ride Update from Frank Ming: DCR has acknowledged our application to hold the event at Harold Parker SF on
31Oct2021. We are optimistic that the event will go forward and
tickets will be available in advance via EventBrite.
A $500 donation to the Jenkins Quarry (HPSF) Beaver
Deceiver Project was approved at the 25May Chapter Meeting.
The project is being led by Dave Bunting (Andover Trails). It is
hoped that a beaver deceiver will reduce flooding around the
Skug River which has been increasing recently due to beaver
activity in the area.
HANK KELLS

Weekly Rides (Through August)
• Monday – Willowdale SF led by Mark Ouellette
(Intermediate)
• Wednesday – Women’s Ride led by Debi Merloni and
Karen Whittier at Georgetown Rowley SF and other venues (Intermediate)
• Thursday – Harold Parker SF led by Bob Ganley and
Mike Leger (Advanced Intermediate)
• Thursday – Women’s novice ride led by Jayne O’Leary
(Beginner)

Trail projects proposed for the fall
• Narrow bridge near Marini Farms in Ipswich
(Willowdale SF) needs to be replaced.
• Bridge near Penn Brook School in GRSF needs to be
replaced.
• Greenwood Bridge
• HPSF Bridge over the Skug River between A29 and
A30 (near the campground) needs to be replaced. This
project requires permitting and DCR approval. Andy
Sherman talked to Steve David (HPSF Park Supervisor)
about it and we are waiting for a response.

Pump Tracks
• Topsfield – Glen Gollard reports that plans for a pump
track are moving forward. It will be near downtown,
behind the shopping center next to the playground.
• Beverly – Dave Alden is still looking for a site.

Harold Parker SF NSNEMBA ride, 5/20/21. Photo by Hank Kells
Harold Parker SF NSNEMBA ride, 27/20/21.
Photo by Bob Ganley
NSNEMBA Women’s Ride at Georgetown-Rowley SF, 5/26/21.
Photo by Kevin Surette
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HAROLD GREEN
Spring trail work season saw good work throughout the
Valley. An open house-style trail day at Earl's Trails brought
volunteers out to help remove some errant trail markings left
from a high school cross-country race and generally help clear
out debris and fallen branches. The old stream crossing on the
approach trail from Chmura Road was also re-naturalized following the completion of the new bridge last year. It was great
to see some new faces, and to give folks an opportunity to get
familiar with the trail system off the bike.
We had record turnout (30+ volunteers!) on a drizzly
Sunday at Sawmill Trails, organized in conjunction with Adin
Maynard. Several projects were completed, including a new
boardwalk for a wet area on Upper Trail, new tech line on
Middle Earth, and work to Mostly Harmless, a new singletrack
option from the west entrance. Many thanks to all who came
out, and we encourage folks to go check out all the hard work!
In addition to these NEMBA work days, it was also great to
see people posting on the Facebook page and marking trail conditions on Trailforks to share the cleanup efforts on their home
trails, and let others know about bigger problem areas.
After a long pandemic hiatus, local shops are starting up
group rides again, and PV NEMBA will be starting up rides
soon. If you'd like to lead a ride (weekly, monthly, or just onetime), send the chapter a message on our Facebook page, or
email sveggeberg@nemba.org. If you're not quite ready to lead
a ride, you can also help out by sweeping (being the last in the
pack, to make sure everyone sticks together) or being on-hand
for mechanical help. We need ride leaders for all levels and
types of rides; be the ride leader you want to see in the Valley!

Stave O'Neil shows off a newly completed rock berm in
Sawmill Hills Trails. Photo by Sam Veggeberg
Leigh Gehringer-Wiar and Sara Draper re-naturalize an old
stream crossing in Earl's Trails near the new bridge. Photo by
Jes Slavin
Volunteers add the final touches to a new boardwalk across a
wet area on Upper Trail in Sawmill Hills.
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STEVE COBBLE
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PETER WILLIAMS
Treasurer
STEPH BEAUDOIN

With things seemingly getting back to normal( finally!),
we have been stepping up the group rides and trail work here
throughout Southeast Mass. .
We even have a big event this year, the NEMBA
‘MembaFest’ Mountainbike Adventure Series ( MBAS) ride/
party at Adams Farm in Walpole, in September.
Meant to be a members-only celebration, we’ll have led
rides, arrowed loops, music, an outside dining area with the
Forza-G BBQ team serving up smoky specialties, with all their
proceeds benefiting Dana Farber Cancer Institute. We’ll also
have a vegetarian food truck and an ice cream truck! Look for
news on registration for the event, which will be only online.
Weekly Rides—
Wayne Strohm has been leading beginner and intermediate rides at Wompatuck. Arthur’Chuck’Dunne and Matt Riley
have been offering weekly rides at Massasoit as well.
Steve Cobble leads rides at BlueHills and at Wompatuck.
Not yet as official NEMBA rides, (but we’re all on this ride
together right?), there have been ongoing rides at Lind Farm on
Wednesdays, Tech Tuesday rides at Ames, and the ever popular
Shoveltown Brewery rides on Thursdays.
Wednesdays are trail work days in Easton. All of our
events are listed in the bi-weekly TrailMix e-newsletter and promoted on facebook.
In other news, I am stepping down as SEMass Chapter
President. I’ve been in the position for about 15 years, so it’s
time to pass the torch. I’m not going anywhere, and will still
be on the chapter board as well as mother NEMBA board.
Hopefully by the time you receive this, a successor will be in
place, but I don’t intend to disappear. Call, text, email me anytime with any thoughts, concerns, ideas, tall twisted singletrack
tales, or simply to join me for a ride!....

Friday Night Wompy Ride. Photo by Steve Cobble
Wednesday night at Ponkapoag. Photo by Matt Riley
Maxx Watts with her Wompatuck crew
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LYDIA BARTER
Hello Wachusett riders!
We’ve had some solid trail work events recently and have
a bunch of projects in the works. Back in April we had a couple
work days including our first collab with East Quabbin Land
Trust where we worked on a big boardwalk and rock work project that will eventually connect Mandell Hill trails to the Mass
Central Rail Trail in Hardwick.
Next we had a work day at Tully Lake’s MTB loop. This
joint effort between the Army Corps of Engineers and our
chapter was organized by Kevin Killay who did a great job staffing teams at projects around the lake with our 14 volunteers!
Rock work, fixing water issues, trail cleanup and pruning were
the top tasks.
Our next work day was in Leominster city conservation
land off Elm St, held as a joint effort with Tomten Biketown
and Wachusett NEMBA and led by Jeff Ardinger and Nate Jones
with the support of the City of Leominster. A great volunteer
crew from Tomten and our chapter divided up and conquered
projects with pre-staged materials ready to go. We built and
extended several bridges, cleaned up miles of trails, and we got
the first positive reviews from riders coming through seconds
after we finished the last bridge.
Last we had a Leominster State Forest work day from
the Rocky Pond lot led by Jim Wrightson. Jim’s team repaired
bridges and did a bunch of general cleanup including pruning
back vegetation. I’d also like to thank Jim, who has led a weekly
in-season ride at Leominster for as long as I can remember! We
need more ride leaders to show our members their local trails,
are you interested?
In our last column I talked about the Rob Hult donation
we received and our search for a worthy project. Soon after that,
we were approached by a group working on a new proposal for
a pump track in Harvard based on a successful similar project in Acton. We thought there might be a possibility of Rob’s
memorial donation helping the Harvard group get their track
built, and in the town he lived no less, so I reached out to his
sister to ask. To my amazement, both Jessica and her father not
only loved the group’s idea and presentation, but they doubled
their donation in support of it! This awesome news means that,
thanks to the Hult family, Roger Cameron and his group have a
$2,000 head start on fundraising for the track!
Speaking of Roger Cameron, he recently donated his
graphic design expertise towards a new logo for our chapter!
Look forward to a launch soon, with fresh merch to match!
Some new trails have been added in Barre as well as
Steve Salvadore continues to work his magic. Not only has the
logging project concluded at Quail Hollow golf course, but
the owner and Steve worked together to restore the trails and
bridges to their former glory. There’s also a new climbing trail
to go from Woods Rd parking to Rocky Hill connector without
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dealing with road traffic, and a new optional climbing trail in
the Woods Rd network that earns you a longer downhill. A new
downhill trail awaits you in the southeast corner of Town Farm,
built at a work day back in April. Finally, on Britton Rd a challenging new trail adds some fun and also climbing. All of this is
on Trailforks, just search for Barre. You can get into the twenty
mile ride by stitching together the multiple networks here!
On May 6 we informed DCR that we’ve completed flagging what’s considered phase one of the Oakham State Forest
single-track project. The almost 3 miles of trails in this phase
will be natural, hand-built trails with some tech, flow, and exposure. The machine-built stuff will come after the DCR finishes
logging. While they review the route, we’re starting the approval
process with Oakham ConsComm.
Over in Holden, the team presented a recommendation
to the ConsComm that would address the multiple water issues
along the Bob Elms trail. However, the discovery of a rogue
alternate trail has complicated the project, which was striving to
maintain the historic route.
Lots of other advocacy stuff going on at various stages but
I’m getting the sense that a lot of us are enjoying the renewed
sense of normalcy we’ve recently rediscovered and/or getting
lots of riding in. Hope you’re getting out there too and thanks
for helping make MTB happen.
BR

Leominster trail work crew from Tomten and Wach NEMBA.
Photo by Jeff Ardinger
A few of Jim's Leominster State Forest maintenace crew.
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BRATTLEBORO-KEENE NH
President
MICHAEL DAVERN
Vice President
KRISTINE REILLY
Secretary
SHARI LAPIERRE
Treasurer
PETE SCHRADER

As we roll into summer, our local MTB community has
begun to experience some level of normalcy returning as
Covid-19 restrictions have been lifted. Mike Davern began
Tuesday Night Rides again and it was clear that MANY riders
were eager for the group rides to begin again. With record rider
turnout, we reached MAX group size at least once!
That MAX group ride was a tour of an oldie-to-new mix
of trails at Robin Hill Park located just to the east of downtown
Keene. Local rider Bob Dumond has been re-developing these
trails and word got out his efforts gave birth to a great little web
of trails with a few scenic overlooks. When the locals heard that
Bob would be leading a tour of his trails, everyone that could
make plans to ride showed up - to MAX capacity!
Across the river in Brattleboro, VT., Shawn Severance has
brought Thursday night rides back to life. The gloom of the
pandemic isolation has brought many riders out to join him
now that Vermont restrictions are much more lose. Weekly
rides have been very well attended. And thanks to Pete Rose and
is loyal crew, trails on the VT side are running nicely.
Back over on the New Hampshire side of the river, landowner logging operations in the West side of Keene have
changed the landscape of a large portion of what is known as
Food Network. Thankfully, landowners seem very amenable
to re-development of trails once logging operations come to
a close. With a huge group effort of volunteers, two sections
of trail were reopened within two weeks of this year’s logging
operation moving out until the 2022 season. Yes, logging operations will return for another two seasons but we are hopeful of
the possibilities a clean slate might offer for new trail building.
Peter & Boz reimagined a bridge rebuild that is getting a
lot of kudos! The end of Espresso, in the Food Network, crosses
an ever widening creek. The bridge that was in its place finally
met its end during a spring storm. Peter & Boz had been planning for this day, already having a nearby tree with a unique
bend identified for use as the stringer spanning the void. Visit @
bknemba on Instagram to see more photos of the build and the
team who helped bring it to life.
The crew over at Drummer have been hard at work too!
With Doug Wilson leading much of the effort, Bicentennial and
Stump Jumper have been added to the vast array of stout trails
nearby the power lines. While a recent deluge wreaked havoc to
the drainage in that area, updates have been made and it is running super well. Stump Jumper is a new favorite among many!
Finally, Keene Bike Park is open and in full operation
thanks to a ton of volunteer help!
Just Ride Bikes!
@thepedalingfool
@thepedalingfool

Michael Davern | TNR at Robin Hood Park
Bridge build on Espresso at Food Network.
Photo by @thepedalingfool
Steve and K9 pal Jasper on Stumpjumper at Drummer. Photo
by @steveholmesphoto
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CENTRAL NH
President
MIKE GELDERMAN
Vice President
GRANT DREW
Secretary
JERRICA CROWDER
Treasurer
JESSE MCGOWAN
Spring has segued into summer and a full-blown postCovid return-to-chapter activities here in Central NH. One
of our newest mountain bike networks - Great Gains Forest,
located at Veterans Memorial Recreation Area in Franklin, NH
received some polishing this spring. The network currently
boasts six trails, three hundred and fifty vertical feet and about
four miles of singletrack. Local high school and middle school
students have recently volunteered some of their community
service hours to enhance the Shaw Pond Trail and additional
trails are scheduled to be constructed mid-summer. The conservation committee that oversees the forest are happy with the
results, progress thus far, and permit the continued development of trails. Franklin, NH continues to support trail building
and has a unique focus on outdoor recreational development
with Mill City Park a whitewater park on the Winnipesaukee
River. This development will include biking trails sure to attract
many new cycling friendly families to the area. Great Gains
Forest along with the Veterans Memorial Rec. Area features a
small ski area with a T-bar and Rope Tow, over six hundred
acres of terrain, a rentable lodge with commercial kitchen for
private parties and a disc golf course.
On April 3rd a trail build event was held at Oak Hill in
Concord, NH. After several years of planning and close cooperation with the City’s Parks and Trails representatives, the actual
work on the trails kicked into high gear. Volunteers from the
Concord High School MTB Team and the “ROPE” (Realizing
Our Potential in Education) class came out to dig rocks, move
dirt and clear leaves and brush. These are some hardworking
teens who thoroughly enjoyed learning about and building
sustainable and sanctioned trails in their hometown. They also
brought along a couple bikes to test and fine tune their own
features. It was a privilege to work with them and we thank their
teacher advisors for spending personal time for these young
adults and our trail building ambitions.
There was a flurry of activity around our trail network as
spring windstorms deposited lots of debris. Volunteers put in
hours of work raking and clearing downfall at Franklin Falls,
Elm Brook, Broken Ground and other local trails. The trails at
Spaulding Woods in Northfield were re-opened by the property
owners, after being closed during the pandemic. After several
rain cancellations, the year plus worth of leaves, downfall and
debris were attacked on a mid-week evening and the trails
made buff and ready to ride.
As June’s temperatures took a sharp uptick (sorry, let’s
avoid talking about this spring’s nasty tick outbreaks again…) we
undertook our first big, public trail day. The turnout of enthusiastic volunteers was inspiring. A crew of more than 2 dozen
arrived at 8:30 am. After partaking of some donuts and coffee
(it’s just great to be able to be social again!), we picked up tools
and hiked into the build sites. Directed by the well documented
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plan of Matt Bowser, and with the Concord Public Access
reporter filming our hardworking crews, we set to work digging
in, rocking out and raking up. By noon the amount of work
accomplished exceeded our plan thanks to the efforts of the
crews. Volunteers spanned the generations from grandkids to
grandparents and all were enjoying being able to work together,
talking bikes and trails and just being sociable.
We wrapped up the day with burgers, dogs and lots of
water, after all it was over 80°F and sunny. The volunteers
were provided with their very own CNHNEMBA T-shirts as a
token of appreciation and to celebrate resuming more normal
Chapter activities.
It’s expected that over the summer a few Thursday night
social rides will be planned at different trail networks along
with more trail work at Oak Hill and on existing trails around
our Chapter’s network. We look forward to seeing our members
and other Chapter members out on the trails or at our events.
Look to communications through our chapter email list or on
our Facebook page for dates and times of upcoming activities.

Concord High School MTB Team member dialing in a feature
during the April Oak Hill Trail Day
Matt Bowser (L) and Jim Owers (R) explaining the build tasks
to the crew during the June Oak Hill trail day
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FRANCONIA AREA NH
President
TIM CLOUGH
Vice President
GARDNER KELLOGG
Secretary
SARA THOMSON
Treasurer
THOMAS SHOVLIN

Franconia Area Nemba, Bethlehem Trails Association
(BTA), and PRKR MTN, have joined forces to create TRICYCLE!
When passionate like minded people come together something
magical happens. In a place of strong community, where you
take care of your neighbor, and where we live to ride bikes it
only made sense for these neighboring trail networks to come
together.
With all three networks collaborating, we intend to standardize and enhance trails together. Look for some truly unique
and fun events for everyone at any level of riding ability.
FA Nemba, BTA, and PRKR MTN are all members of Bike
Borderlands, a collaboration made up of nine destinations
working together to promote mountain biking and economic
development across the region. Please remember to Ride With
Gratitude.

https://www.tricyclenh.com/

New Trail! FA Nemba is excited to start the build on our
new flow trail just off the Fox Hill trails in downtown Franconia.
This 1/2 machine built trail is the first of its kind in Franconia.
The new trail has an expected completion date of mid
September. Get your new maps! We finally have our trail maps.
Thank you to the National.

Fa-Nemba/ParkerMt/BTA - Tricycle. Photo by Shanna Maziarz
Tricycle at Dr. No. Photo by Tim Clough
FaNemba Trail Maps. Photo by Tim Clough
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PEMI VALLEY NH
President
KEVIN LUCE
Vice President
SLADE WARNER
Treasurer
GREG KNOETTNER
The post COVID spring has sprung and there has been a beginning of a return to normal that we all have been waiting on!!!
We had an outdoor in person meeting to plan our spring
and are looking forward to getting together more and more as
the year moves on.
The spring started with getting the local trails cleaned up
and ready to ride. There have been a few local volunteers that
have been out, giving of their time and energy to get things
rolling. Special thanks to Matt Wolfgang for spending lots of
solo time in the woods for the benefit of the local riding community. We all owe you a beer!!! Thanks Matt!!!
We had a great trail day at Green Woodlands at the
end of May. Though we have been offering to help at Green
Woodlands since the inception, this is the first time that Green
Woodlands has taken us up on it! About 30 volunteers from
multiple chapters came to help out and get the trails open earlier than planned! If your in the area riding at Green Woodlands,
stop by D'Acres an try out Naan Stop Cafe! They will be open
on the weekends providing lot of delicious options!!!
We are also working with Squam Lakes Association on a
few miles of new trials in Witten Woods in Ashland, NH. We
are looking forward to getting back out to dig and continue our
work from the fall in this partnership with Squam Lake association and White Mountain Trail Collective on this project. Can't
wait for the summer season to fully kick off and see what other
projects we can get into. Looking forward to it as always!!!!
KEVIN LUCE
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SOUTHERN NH
President
MATT CARON
Vice President
DAN DWYER
Secretary
CHRIS GAUDET
Treasurer
NORIE KNOTT
As of this writing in mid-June, Governor Sununu had just
rescinded COVID restrictions for the state of New Hampshire.
Accordingly, we have finally started to see our lives approach
normalcy for the first time in more than a year.
Work on the “Clyde Pond” trail system in Windham, NH
continued this spring and summer. Our chapter’s premier, and
most prolific trial builder, Pete Burant, has added a two-mile
trail, named Jag, to the network. This brings the total singletrack
mileage to about fourteen miles. Head over there, start up the
Trailforks app to navigate, and have a great ride. Thanks, Pete!
Toby Ferdyn, as usual, is keeping things rolling at Fort
Rock. Daffodils along the trail? Yes! The “Olive Branch” trail
on the Newfields side of Fort Rock was in bloom this season
with over 1000 daffodil bulbs planted during a late fall workday. Maintenance and trail improvements continue with recent
bridge repairs at Hamburger Hill. Coordinated with the Exeter
Conservation Commission, with lumber donated by Exeter
Lumber, Phillips Exeter Academy students moved the lumber
to the work sites, and members of Fort Rock Riders performed
the repairs and construction work. It was truly a group effort.
Trail signage will expand to cover a greater number of trails to
aid in navigation and safety.
As long as the COVID restrictions in NH State Parks
remain lifted, we will hold the Bear Brook Boogie in the
Fall. However, due to a logging operation planned for late
September, and which will last into late Fall, the tentative date
for the Boogie is September 12, 2021, NOT the traditional
Columbus Day weekend. Save the date and note that the event
will be held at Hayes Field on Podunk Road, not the snowmobile lot. We can use some additional help this year, so if you
want to help make this year’s Boogie better than ever, please
reach out to the Southern NH Chapter Leadership (Matt Caron,
Dan Dwyer, Chris Gaudet or Norie Knott).
While the prior fourteen months were spent riding solo or
with close friends some referred to as “bubble buddies”, official
NEMBA group rides returned to Southern NH in mid-May. The
season was kicked off with the Coed Novice Ride at Mine Falls
and thanks to an excited and energetic group of ride leader volunteers, our chapter is having one of our best years yet.
As of mid-June, our chapter had scheduled a total of seven
weekly group rides on the calendar with other periodic group
rides sprinkled in. Ladies rides led by Alanna Carlson are back
on a periodic basis as well as Gerry Douillard’s bi-weekly rides
up at Green Woodlands Foundation. Three of our past year’s
weekly rides are back at Mine Falls, Yudicky and Bear Brook
along with Danny Antil’s STOMPN ride on Sunday mornings that take place at various local trail systems. Thanks to
new volunteers, we now have an Advanced Beginner weekly
ride at FOMBA and Intermediate rides at both Clyde Pond in
Windham, NH and on the Seacoast in Durham, NH. And last,
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but certainly not least, we have the return of Jeff Hannigan's
Monthly Session Series Rides.
There is a group ride for anyone, regardless of skill or
geographic preferences. We hope to see you on one soon if we
haven’t already. For more information on these rides, check
out the NEMBA website or the Southern NH NEMBA Facebook
Group. You might note that our ride leaders are sporting spiffy
ride leader jerseys this year courtesy of our chapter. It’s the least
we could do to thank them for their volunteerism. Please be
sure to thank your ride leaders for leading these rides for us;
without them we wouldn’t be having such a great year.

Mine Falls Coed Novice Ride 6/1/2021 (riders: left to right)
Khanin Yu, David D’arville, Danny Antil (Sweep), Liz Vasquez,
Fabian Haupt, Dalia Paradie, Catie Petersen, Chris Mills,
Cassandra Jones. Photo by Chris Gaudet (ride leader)
Clyde Pond Intermediate Ride 6/9/2021 (riders: left to right)
David Hubelbank, Bob Bernoth, Melody Miller, Debora
Decareau, Jason Baker, Aaron Cleaver, Corey Visto, Andrew
Crossley. Photo by Chris Harding (ride leader)
Sunday STOMPN Ride Series Opener 6/13/2021 (riders:
left to right) Bryan Atterberry, Melody Miller, David Crouse,
Darren Landino, Isabel Silveria, Tonija Vigeant, Chris Gaudet,
Steve Berthiaume, Warren Jackson, Kevin McCarthy, Jason
Dominguez. Photo by Danny Antil (ride leader)
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WHITE MOUNTAINS NH
President
MARYANNE DUNFEY
Vice President
MICHAEL SIMONEAU
Secretary
DAWN CANALES
Treasurer
LEO ROSSIGNAL
The wheels are turning fast up in the Mt. Washington
Valley! The Eastside’s swooping and swinging Swamp Trail
received a little facelift and a few transition bridges, compliments of a NEMBA grant this spring. Other Eastside improvements, way up high on the Outer Limits trail, includes a quick
zig-zag towards an enchanting narrow granite bridge and a
new high rise ladder bridge that brings more excitement to the
climb or descent. Also, Eastside Bike Guides and Mobile Repair
showed major muscle and sweat on rerouting and improving
drainage on the Muffler Trail.
Our chapter completed many improvements on Westside
trails as well. Take a tour on Lager’s Lane trail and check out
the armored drainage and rerouting around an interesting cellar hole. Riders might want to continue on into the depths of
Mineral Site’s Weenie Gulch and ride the gliding new route, in
or out. Also, we’ll be working on rerouting a very steep section
on the upper portion of the High School Trail.
Sometimes the days are just too hot for a ride up into
the mountains, so ride the West Side’s Electric Loop and you
will notice roots have disappeared, an ancient stump has been
removed and the old springy, often underwater bog bridge, has
been replaced. Many people will be happy for the update, some
will miss the challenge, however, it is a “green” trail, so enjoy!
Also, two of our members recently completed the first
two levels of ATT with the US Forest Service. This will give our
chapter the permission to complete projects on the Westside
under their guidelines.
The future of WMNEMBA is forever a work in progress.
We are working to steward nearly 600 more acres of the Upper
Saco Valley Land Trust’s Pine Hill Area. Also, there is a new
Ravine Trail to be completed soon. This trail funded by the
White Mountain Trail Collective is for everyone! It will include
parking on Eagle’s Way by Kennett High School and weave
itself around the softball fields and eventually down to the Saco
River. The trail will be 5 feet wide and graded to please. There
are also more possibilities of building more trails on Pine Hill
in the future.
Our chapter is always appreciative of the members for the
many years of dedicated passion and trail maintenance. I want
to thank all the members and volunteers for their financial,
sweat, and bug eaten support. Without you all, we would be
riding, walking, running, snowshoeing and skiing on pavement.
MARYANNE DUNFEY

Travis Counsell rolling Alligator Rock
Tony Tulip and Muriel Mitchell enjoying a spring ride
on White Horse Ledge
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RHODE ISLAND
President
ALAN WINSOR
Vice President
CHRIS HUGHES
Secretary
JENNA DUCHARME
Treasurer
SHANNON LONARDO

The big news in Rhode Island is the blossoming of the
Mountain Laurels. Winter gave way to spring and we have had
great weather and now are rewarded with corridors and trails of
beautiful white flowers. Many riders have been posting photos
and making treks out to new trails to see the glory of the flowers.
It has been great hear the reports and see riders out in about on
the fantastic trails in RI.
This spring a committee set out to plan a fun ride, a
virtual one as the current state of things dictated. Routes were
scouted and planned, graphics were made and dates were set.
The Adventure ride was planned and launched in May with suggested donations going to the RI Food Bank. Riders were spotted
out at several locations and the loops were said to be fun! The
trail planning crew created really great loops and with the redesign of our website we are able to offer up a Loop Library. The
Loop Library is a curated set of loops for different areas around
RI and encourages exploration and we hope to continue to add
to this valuable resource in the future. It is a great resource for
our community and visitors to RI to get out and check out areas
they might not have known about or been hesitant to try.
Along with the Adventure Ride board member Chris
Hughes made a very generous donation of his house in North
Conway as a raffle prize. All the money raised goes to the RI
Food Bank an organization that is near and dear to our chapters
heart and one we have worked with for a long time. The raffle is
set to end at the end of June so good luck to all who entered and
we will update you on the winner.
As the weather gets betted and restrictions here have
been lifted our chapter is planning some Fun Rides for the near
future. We are excited to get out there and see our members on
the trails and in person. Stay tuned for updates.
Along the lines of group rides, NEMBA member Marc
Troob and several others have been organizing under the name
Mountain Munchkin. They have been holding group rides for
kids 4-8 and have been gettin g a great turn out. Board member
Christopher Flanagan attended a few with his son and can testify
that the young kids did amazing by crushing several 7 mile rides
and tackling some technical single track along the way. A great
time, donuts and juice boxes were had by all and everyone can’t
wait for more rides.
Merch, as the kids say. With our newly redesigned logo,
and fun slogan “Anchored in Dirt” by member Marc Troob, we
had t-shirts printed by local company J. Mack studios and they
came out great. We added them to our store on our website so
check them out.
The Eastern Cup Enduro race came through RI to
Diamond Hill and it was awesome! Many locals participated
and it was an overall great event. The event then moved to
Pennsylvania and low and behold two board members meet on
the trail! Dennis Wilson and Craig Mello both raced and Dennis
even went down, but on the upside got his photo up on the
Pinkbike website!

Mountain Laurels. Photo by Melissa Soares
Mountain Munchkin Crew. Photo by Johann Patlak
New T-Shirts on our website!
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Bikes from Santa

Cruz, Salsa,
Specialized, Niner, Giant,
Liv, Cannondale, BMC,
Orbea, Pinarello, and more*
(3
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*Bike brands vary by location

BUSINESS MEMBERS
Platinum

Gold

Silver

Bronze

Supporting
Action Sports
Airline Cycles
Ashland Town Forest Committee
Aunt Betty's Bikes
Benidorm Bikes & Snowboards
Berman & Simmons
Bike Zone of Cape Cod
Buchikas Ski & Bike
Busytown Bikes
Buzzards Bay Bikes
Cape Cod Cycling Club
Central Maine Powersports
Claremont Cycle
Cycle Loft
Earth+Kin
Eastside Bike Guides Mobile Repair
Ernie's Cycle Shop
Every Minute Stronger
ExtremeTerrain.com
Fox Pest Control
Friends of Wompatuck SP
Gorham Bike & Ski
Green Woodlands Foundation
GRVL Cycling
Highland Mountain Bike Park
Last Stop Bike Shop

Legend Bicycle
MeesCo Cycles
Mythic Bike Works
Norm's Bike & Ski Shop
Northern Lights Hearth & Sports
Orleans Cycle
OMNI-Bretton Woods Adventure Center
Pedalin' Fools Mobile Bicycle Services
Perpetual Motion Adventures
Powder Ridge Mountain Bike Park
Remy's Cycle
Ride Headquarters
Rideaway Adventures
Rose Bicycle
Rusty Crank
Sansoucy Stone
Sea Sports Cyclery & Outdoors
Speed & Sprocket Cycle Works
Steve The Bike Guy
Sugarloaf Inn
Ted's Shoe & Sport
Tri-City Bicycles
Vermont Adaptive Ski and Sports
Wayfarer Bicycle
West Shore Coffee Bar
White Mountain Orthodontics

Founding Members
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